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ABSTRACT 

Purkinje cells (PCs) are large neurons in the cerebellar cortex with elaborate dendrites that receive 

inputs into the cerebellum. Being the only output of the cerebellar cortex, PCs project to cerebellar 

nuclei and control behaviors ranging from movement to social activities. Many cerebellar disorders 

are partly characterized by dysfunction/death of PCs without any effective treatments. Developing 

treatments relies on understanding early neurodevelopmental process. In this study, I investigate 

the migratory behavior of PCs in postnatal mice. Despite the current modes of neuronal migration 

that have been introduced so far, the main underlying mechanism of dispersing PCs from the 

cluster stage to the monolayer position is still unclear. I hypothesize that Bergmann glia cells 

(BGCs) play a crucial role for PCs postnatal dispersal and monolayer formation. To test the 

hypothesis, I used a mouse model of excessive PCs migration, naked ataxia (nax; Acp2 -/-), and 

investigated the expression pattern of genes which are potentially necessary to hold both cells 

together during migration. A group of most promising cell adhesion molecules were selected to 

study in nax and wt sibling mouse cerebellum. The expression of adhesion molecules was 

measured and visualized by western blot and IHC respectively. To clarify the contribution of 

protein values to the targeted cells, qRT-PCR was carried out on whole cerebellum and isolated 

PCs and BGCs from two different postnatal days. It is speculated that the characteristics of all four 

studied CAMs along with profile of their expression in BGCs strongly supports the possibility of 

BGCs-PCs connection at P2 and P7. However, the migration of BGCs as a carrier of PCs seems 

to be differently affected by the CAM members. Among all studied CAMs only the expression 

pattern of Ncam1 and Cdh4 is more in line with my hypothesis. Therefore, it is concluded that 

Ncam1 and Cdh4 are potentially involved in BGCs-PCs attachment, regulating the coupled 

migration and forming PCs monolayer in cerebellar cortex. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

1.1 The Cerebellum 

Cerebellum is a part of the brain involved in balance, coordination, and cognitive functions. 

Because of its well-defined neuronal organization, numerous researchers use the cerebellum to 

investigate neurodevelopmental processes in health and disease including neuronal migration (1). 

The cerebellar three-layer cortex consists of the molecular layer, Purkinje cell (PC) layer, and 

granule cell layer. The molecular layer, which is the most superficial layer located beneath the pia 

surface, contains dendrites of PCs, parallel fibres, GABAergic interneurons, and Bergmann glial 

fibres. The middle layer consists of a monolayer of PC soma which are intermingled with 

Bergmann glial cell bodies. And the third layer, as the inner most layer of cerebellar cortex adjacent 

to the white matter (comprised of PCs axons, the sole output of the cerebellar cortex), includes 

Golgi cells, unipolar brush cells and granule cells, (1). During normal cerebellar development 

especially corticogenesis in human, the migration of new emerged neurons such as PCs from 

ventricular zone and granule cells from external germinal zone is protracted from the embryonic 

period well into the 16–28 weeks of gestation and first year of life respectively. Cerebellum during 

this time is extremely sensitive to genetic, physical and chemical insults which implies the 

importance of studying early developmental process (2-4). 

1.2 The function of PCs in cerebellum neural circuit and their characteristics in diseases  

One of the highly complex neurons during early development of cerebellum are PCs. PCs are a 

group of large GABAergic neurons with highly dendritic arbors in cerebellar cortex that receive 

inputs into the cerebellum and have projection to modulate the excitation of cerebellar nuclei (5, 

6). The output of the cerebellar cortex via PCs will control behaviors ranging from motor learning 

to social behaviors (5).  
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Many cerebellar-induced neurological disorders are partly characterized by dysfunction/death of 

PCs without any effective treatments. Studies show varying degrees of PCs degeneration in Autism 

spectrum disorders (ASD) (7, 8) and inherited and progressive ataxia in human (9-12). 

Surprisingly, the great plasticity of PCs helps these cells recover in one of the most common 

inherited ataxia, Friedreich's ataxia. The main cause of the Friedreich's ataxia in 95% of the patient 

with this condition is a homozygous GAA. TCC tri-nucleotide repeat expansion mutation within 

intron 1 of FXN gene which inhibits transcription of frataxin in mitochondria and leads to 

insignificant retrograde atrophy of PCs. Following the injuries caused by Friedreich's ataxia, PCs 

start intra-cortical branching and axon remodeling to re-establish connections among surviving 

cells. However, this process is not sufficient to fully recover the PCs’ morphology. Several 

examples of pathological aberrations to PC morphology have been observed in other cerebellar 

disease as well, including axon torpedo formation and loss in cyto-architecture (13).Therefore, it 

is essential to find a treatment that rescues or replaces the damaged PCs. In the last decade, stem 

cell therapy, which is still passing clinical and preclinical tests, has become an interesting 

alternative to address the issue.  

1.3 PCs development and improving treatments for neurodegenerative disorders  

Stem cell/cell replacement therapy is an emerging field for treatment of neurodegenerative 

disorders such as ataxia. The main goal is to find the damaged or dying neurons and replace them 

with healthy ones. So far, the main source of postnatal neuro stem cells for transplantation and 

studies have been neurogenic regions such as subependymal zone or the dentate gyrus of the 

hippocampus. Cerebellum is another source of proliferative multipotent cells, but only available 

for a short period of time (14). In cell therapy, the injected cells into an injured cerebellum could 

hypothetically migrate to the desired locations, replace the damaged cells, establish connections 
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and restore the normal functions of the tissue/organ. This process is the foundation for the first 

series of cerebellar transplantation that was performed on the PCs progenitors derived from 

embryonic cerebellum (15). These studies were mostly focused on the protective effect of the stem 

cells on damaged PCs and how developing methods would help to generate new neurons from 

multipotent/polypotent cells. For example, in a mouse model of spinocerebellar ataxia (SCA) type 

2, intravenous injection of human mesenchymal stem cells in the damaged region preserved the 

PCs and delayed ataxic symptoms (16, 17) Injecting neural stem cells (NSC) of the mouse 

increased motor activity, recovery of molecular layer thickness, and increased survival of PCs in 

this mouse model. Further studies revealed that the neuroprotection effect of stem cells begins 

upon contacting with the surviving neurons. Accordingly, NSC of a neonatal mouse was injected 

to adult mice cerebella with Machado–Joseph disease. The results following injection improved 

the motor coordination and increased level of neurotropic factors, decreased neuronal loss and 

reduced neuroinflammation in the damaged region (18). Generating new Purkinje cells have been 

performed in vivo and in vitro. The human iPSC (pluripotent stem cells) were successfully 

programmed into a Purkinje cells in vitro with 90% efficiency (19). Further studies even showed 

the possibility of producing mouse Purkinje cell progenitors In vitro which after injecting to 

cerebellum starts a maturation. However, only about 1% of the injected cells locate in pcl and the 

majority position in molecular layer which implies involvement of an underlying mechanism 

regulating PCs migration (15).  

1.4 The current knowledge about Purkinje cell migration and their possible movement 

mechanisms 

Therefore, improving the ongoing treatments requires a deep understanding of cellular and 

molecular changes during neurodevelopment. Migration plays a very important role in positioning 
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neurons from different proliferative zones, and correspondingly distinct lineages and genetic 

programs in a way to increase neural communication and potentially the efficiency of the nervous 

system. In addition, the positioning of different neurons during development varies with time 

which implies establishment of specific order in neurocircuit (19). 

Neuron migrations are broadly classified as radial or tangential. Radial migrations include the 

glial-guided locomotion phase and soma translocation (glia-independent). There are a few 

unclassified migration modes as well which are featured with switching from tangential to radial 

migration or moving in a random directions(20). Varied combinations of these movements were 

suggested for different types of cerebellar cells. The only plausible explanation suggested for the 

migration of PCs so far was using radial glia fibres. At the beginning of the migration, the Purkinje 

progenitor cells reside in the ventricular zone. After a few postmitotic divisions, these cells attach 

to the radial glia fibres and organize in a plate at about E14 in mice (21). The PCs eventually move 

in a multilayer conformation (cluster) which manifest at about E14-E18 (22-24). The new wave of 

movement starts from P2-P3. At this time, the dispersal of the developing PCs occurs, which ends 

with residing PCs in a monolayer at P7(25). This model of migration, however, only explains the 

dependency of the PCs on radial fibres in general, while there is still little evidence whether the 

same mechanism is functioning the whole period of migration. Moreover, there are not many 

studies investigating whether this process is assisted by any other tools or cells along the way and 

the regulatory cascades presiding over these relationships are still unclear.  

1.5 Development of Bergmann glia and their roles in promoting cerebellum neural migration  

During development of the nervous system, the radial glial cells residing in ventricular zone of 

cerebellum are mostly responsible for radial migration of neurons. After birth, the majority of the 

glial cells in CNS transform to arborized astrocytes located in brain and spinal cord (26). The 
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Bergman glia cells in cerebellum are a type of astrocytes differentiated from radial glia progenitors 

(27). Their structural characteristics are similar to the nuclei of other astrocytes in the cerebellum 

of not only human but also in other vertebrates such as rat, mouse and monkey (28, 29). In rodents 

like rat, the soma of immature BGCs start migration at about postnatal day 0. During this time, the 

thin fibres of BGCs are recognizable. By P2 BGs are more mature and closer to the PCs. By P4, 

the developing BGs are located underneath the PCs and share similar spatiotemporal features (28). 

Later in the adult cerebellum, cell bodies of Bergmann glia mainly reside in the pcl and lower part 

of the ML(29). Similarly in mouse cerebellum, the BGs soma migrate along with PCs (25). The 

colocalization of BGs with PCs starting from P2-P3 is the first and probably the most important 

criteria of selecting a carrier cell in this study; a close contact between two cells whether physical 

or through chemical stimulation seems to be a prerequisite of a cell coupled migration. Besides, 

there are several evidence gathered over years of studying neural-glia interactions which support 

the idea that BGs soma, in a period of time, could serve as a migration mechanism for Purkinje 

cells (30). Both in vivo and in vitro studies showed that BGCs play crucial role in regulating 

movement of granule cell progenitors from external germinal zone (EGZ) to internal germinal 

layer (IGL). During postnatal days of development, the number of glia fibres entering EGZ 

increases (31) and BGs start interacting with granule cells by releasing glutamate to a large area 

between the fibres and immature granule cells (32). The glutamate interacts with of N-methyl-D-

aspartate (NMDA) receptors located on migrating granule cells and regulates their movement (32). 

Additionally, the developing BGCs takes effect through the NRG–ErbB receptor signaling and 

FGF-FGFR1/FGFR2 signalling with granule cells in order to survive and maturation. Studies 

revealed that these neuro-glia interactions are mediated by not only the growth factors but also 

other effectors such as astrotactin and B1 integrin which are directly/indirectly related to the cell 
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adhesion functionality and ultimately affecting the neuron migration. BGCs have been suggested 

to share similar interactions with other neurons such as PCs and affect their development by 

promoting migration, glutamates homeostasis and maturation (15).  

Further studies also suggested presence of intracellular junctions between BGs and PCs (33-35) 

that with variation would effectively set a specific spatiotemporal pattern for migration of both 

cells. Therefore, its very important to understand what type of junctions would mediate this 

interaction and investigate how their regulations would serve migration. 

1.6 Types of cell connections/junctions in a multicellular organism 

Cell–cell adhesion maintains the structural and functional integrity of multicellular organisms. 

Based on the structure and physiological properties of the adhesion the intercellular junctions are 

classified into tight junctions, adherent junctions, desmosomes and gap junctions (36).  

1.6.1 Gap junctions 

Gap junctions provide synchronized neural activity among glia cells and neural cells and between 

them. They also direct metabolite exchanges and presumably modulate cell growth, differentiation 

and organization of the cells (37). Besides, GJs are great mediator of the neural synaptic 

connections in the nervous system (38). Since the GJs are more featured with communicative roles 

than mediating strong physical connection between cells, they likely do not contribute to adherens 

and tight junctions.  

1.6.2 Desmosomes 

Desmosomes are a group of specialized and highly ordered domains on cell membrane that 

mediate cell-cell connection through their attachment to the intermediate filament cytoskeleton. In 

tissues and organs that are subjected to physical forces such as heart and skin, a combination of 

cadherin adhesion and intermediate filament are applied by desmosomes between cells to increase 
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the tissue resistance against mechanical stress. In the context of cell migration, desmosomes seem 

to take role in junctions where the cell-cell adhesion weakens. These observations have been 

reported in 2012 by Ewald et al group in normal, stratified, and elongating buds and by Shamir et 

al in 2014 in migrating cells that were expressing E-cadherin (39). However, despite the 

resemblance to classical cadherins and important roles in cell-cell adhesion, desmosomal cadherins 

do not express in the nervous tissue which excludes the family from my studies (40).  

1.6.3 Tight junctions 

Tight junctions (TJs) are mostly known for establishing a selective barrier against free diffusion 

between extracellular compartments across epithelial cell sheets (41). Their presence in the blood 

brain barrier for example limits the permeability of ions and molecules to the brain (42, 43). 

Depending on the number of cells involved in the sharing area there are two classes of tight 

junctions (2 cells in contact is called bicellular junctions and tricellular junction where three cells 

come together)(44). Tight junction structure is composed of tetraspan and single-span 

transmembrane domains and cytoplasmic domain which are linked to actin based cytoskeleton 

(45).The tetraspan TJs transmembrane proteins are claudin and occludin and the singlespan one is 

junctional adhesion molecule (JAM) (46). These domains besides controlling flux across both 

endothelial and epithelial cells, participate in regulating gene expression, cell proliferation and cell 

migration. As for the migration, studies showed that the occluding N-terminal domain of TJ’s 

regulate neutrophil transmigration in the immune system. Suppression of TJs’ transcription was 

also referred to as a common marker of promoting epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT) and 

increasing cell motility (47). Despite their close contact with other adhesion proteins and several 

reports about their contribution to migration, there are still not enough evidence to support their 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/neuroscience/junctional-adhesion-molecule
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direct enrolment in a strong physical connection between cells specially during neural 

development.  

1.6.4 Adherens junctions 

Adherens junctions (Ajs) are a superfamily of calcium dependent (cadherin based) anchoring 

junction molecules. They have three different morphological forms of puncta adherentia, zonula 

adherens, and fascia adherens. Their functional structure is composed of extracellular space which 

is in contact to a similar cadherin domain in other cells, and intracellular space attached to actin 

cytoskeleton (48). These compartments together transmit mechanical forces between cells. AJs are 

essential for the earlies stage of embryonic development (48); By regulating cell proliferating, 

polarity, shape, motility and survival, they play key roles in determining tissue dynamic and 

architecture (49). AJ molecules are broadly expressed in the nervous system; Especially during 

early development of CNS, their expression is critical for neural tube invagination and migration 

of neural crest cells from epithelial plate. AJs are not only mediating and regulating mechanical 

forces between cells, but are also capable of assembling TJs in the region (in epithelial cells) as 

well which emphasizes their multifunctionality and close relationship with other junctions (50). 

With over a decade of studies on these molecules, the current knowledge is still limited about their 

mechanism in different tissue and cells. Moreover, the answers to lots of the questions about AJ 

roles in development processes such as migration are not yet clear.  

1.7 Expression of adherens junction CAMs in brain 

The construction and functionality of the CNS networking are largely dependent on synaptic 

formation and connections between neurons, which are partly assisted and regulated by distinct 

cell adhesion molecules. In developing CNS, the migration of neurons is highly dependent on their 

interactions with their surrounding environments. The superfamily of CAMs is mediators of these 
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interactions with ECM and other cell surface molecules to fulfill their role in maintaining the tissue 

structure and regulating cell migration (51). They are also important for signal transduction, 

regulating cell survival and differentiation of progenitor cells (52). Their actions as an extrinsic 

signal and receptor of other molecules and transducing self-renewal and proliferation in progenitor 

cells of CNS is an important subject of cell programming and cell therapy (53). CAMs are mostly 

categorized into four families: the cadherins, the immunoglobulin superfamily, the integrins, 

and the selectins (40, 54). 

1.7.1 Roles of cadherins in brain 

Cadherins are a calcium dependant superfamily of transmembrane CAMs that mediate the cell-

cell and cell-ECM connections through the interactions of the distinctive repeat sequences in their 

extracellular domains (40).They play several roles in the neural tube, neuroepithelial layer and 

boundary formation, synaptogenesis, axon guidance and regulation of neural stem cells. Cadherins 

have also been subjected to molecular coding that determines the specificity and identity of 

mediolateral and rostrocaudal Purkinje cell domains of PCs during development of cerebellar 

cortex in chicken, mouse and ferret (55). For example mutations in cadherin genes in mice will 

manifest cerebellar folia deficiency (55). Presence of calcium is an essential factor for proper 

function of cadherins and their concentration is strictly regulated in junctional area (56). Cadherins 

are able to dimerize in a cis (between two molecules on the same cell) or trans (between molecules 

on different cells) manner. The trans dimerization in a cell-cell attachment occurs between 

cadherins on opposing cells (57). The connections made between two cells can be mediated by 

cadherins of the same types (homophylic) or different types (heterophilic). The heterophilic 

binding are not broadly used in CNS and connection they establish are weaker than the homophilic 

ones (58) therefore the majority of the cells in CNS are expected to share the same cadherins for 
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connections. The Cadherins itself is categorized into 4 subfamilies including classic cadherins, 

protocadherins, desmosomal and unconventional cadherins (59). Desmosomal cadherins are the 

only member that does not express in neural tissue (40). Procadherins are cell adhesion molecules 

with varying number of extra cellular domain and divergent cytoplasmic domains that unlike other 

cadherins does not interact with catenins (58). 

1.8 Classical cadherins 

The classical cadherins in vertebrates are expressed in epithelial and neural tissues. They have five 

extracellular cadherin repeats, a transmembrane domain, and a highly conserved intracellular 

domain. The extra cellular domain interacts with opposing cadherin repeats offered by other cells 

in a homophilic manner, and the free Ca2+ in matrix determines their rigidity at the connection side 

(60). The cytoplasmic region of classic cadherins, on the other hand, are in contact with adaptor 

proteins to affect the cytoskeleton and cell-cell adhesion signalling (61).  

Type I and Type II cadherins and their roles 

Classical cadherins are classified into Type 1 and Type II. Both classic types share the common 

feature of interacting with actin cytoskeleton through catenin proteins inside the cells. However, 

they are different from each other in their adhesive interface. There are five members of cadherin 

type 1 (N-, E-, P-, M-, and R-cadherins) that are broadly distributed and segregated by embryonic 

germ layers or tissue type (62, 63). In CNS, the dynamic expression of Type I cadherins have been 

correlated to development of neural circuits (64), neural crest development (65) and axon guidance 

(66). Type II classic cadherins are structurally similar to type I , but they lack the histidine-alanine-

valine (HAV) amino acid sequence in their extracellular domains of Type I (67) and share a very 

unique and different distribution in motor neuron pools of the spinal cord (40). The structural 
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differences between Type I and Type II classic cadherin members precludes their interactions 

between together (67) .  

1.8.1 Classic cadherin type I 

1.8.1.1 N-cadherin/ Cdh2 

Cdh2 is a Ca2+-dependent transmembrane glycoprotein and one of the main members of type I 

classic cadherins (62, 63). Cdh2 is broadly expressed in neuroepithelial cells during early 

embryonic and neonatal development, particularly in the nuclei and laminae, and neuroanatomical 

connections during late embryonic stages and early postnatal development (68). The earliest 

expression of Cdh2 in mice cerebellum has been reported at E14.5 and after birth was demonstrated 

at P7 and earlier (69, 70). Their orchestrated pattern of expression along with E-cadherins 

promotes neural tube invagination and their inhibition in neural crest cell leads to emigration of 

these cells during early development. Studies showed that Cdh2 deficiency leads to dislocation of 

cells in neural tube (65, 71, 72) . In postnatal cerebellum, the expression of Cdh2 is more localized 

to granule cells, PCs and cerebellar nuclei (67).  

Cdh2 have essentially involved in establishment of left-right asymmetry (73) and synaptogenesis 

(74) as well as catenin-mediated processes related to learning and memory (75). Like other 

classical cadherin members, Cdh2 cytoplasmic domains are linked to cytoskeleton through 

symmetrical contact with catenins. Some members of cadherin binding proteins such as 

Ctnnb1also participate in development signalling pathways associated with Cdh2 (76). Therefore, 

disruption in β-catenin-Cdh2 relationship could negatively impact CNS development.  
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Role of Cdh2 in regulation of cell proliferation, survival and migration 

As of the highly expressed cadherins in the nervous system, Cdh2 plays multiple regulatory roles 

to control cell proliferation of NS/progenitor cells. In one study, their overexpression in cells 

makes them exit the cell cycle faster than usual and enter differentiation phase through Hedgehog 

signaling. Their downregulation, on the other hand, increases the cell cycle through cytoplasmic β 

-catenin signalling and ultimately enhanced premature cell differentiation (77, 78). Cdh2 serves as 

a regulatory factor to warrant neural cell survival as well. Studies showed that in cooperation with 

pro-apoptotic protein Bim-related signaling pathway, Cdh2 enhances the survival of mouse spinal 

cord (79). Cdh2 is also involved in radial migration of cortical neurons. The proper radial migration 

of progenitor cells from germinal zones to pia surface of cerebrum and cerebellum determines the 

final morphology and function of brain cortex (80). In a Cdh2 Knocked out mice, the lack of Cdh2 

expression disrupts this process and as a result the aberrant neural migration leads to disorganized 

cortex and lamination defects (81). These studies showed that also the knocking down Cdh2 

increases premature neural migration in these cells. This suggest that neural migration is highly 

reliant on Cdh2 expression and variation from the required levels may change the fate of the 

migration. The regulatory role of Cdh2 in migration is fulfilled through membrane trafficking 

followed by activation of Rab GTPases-dependent pathways during corticogenesis (in mice). The 

Cdh2 mediated regulations can also change the orientation and polarization of the migration cells. 

In granule cells for example, aberrant expression of Cdh2 leads to their mispositioning and 

ultimately failing to maturate (82).  
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1.8.1.2 R-cadherin/ Cdh4 

Cdh4 is one of the highly expressed classic cadherin type I in fetal brain and retina. Their structure 

and timing of expression is similar to typical classic cadherins like Cdh2 (70, 83, 84). The 

conserved internal C terminus domain of Cdh4 is linked to Ctnnb1 and cytoskeleton. The 

extracellular domain of Cdh4 was reported to be involved in cell-cell (homophilic) and cell-ECM  

(in glia cells of chicken) connection (85, 86).  

Roles of Cdh4 in neurodevelopment 

Cdh4 is involved in brain segmentation and neural outgrowth. Their interaction with PAX6 

establishes adhesive codes which would guide pioneer axons (86). In cerebellum, the Cdh4 

expression was demonstrated in PCs located on certain parasagittal domains and some granule cell 

raphe all after birth (87, 88). These stripes are reflecting heterogeneity of PCs and the key role 

played by Cdh4 as a migration regulator or cell junction mediator in subdivision organization (89). 

Cdh4 also present a high level of expression in early postnatal cerebellum than adults. In a study, 

total mRNA level of postnatal mice cerebellum was analyzed and the results though were not 

quantitative, clearly showed a strong mRNA expression in early postnatal (P1-P5) days which by 

P9 decreases and maintain the low level till P15 (87). The sudden drop of mRNA level might 

suggest that a series of regulations essentially take effect in the exact time frame of PC migration, 

from cluster stage to a PC mono layer (pcl). Although Cdh4 is not one of the mostly investigated 

classic cadherins in the nervous system, their lack of function may negatively affect social 

behaviours. Studies on Cdh4 knocked out (tm1b [EUCOMM] Wtsi allele mutation, homozygous) 

adult mice showed phenotypic/social manifestations such as decreased vertical activity and 

decreased startled reflex (90). Characteristics such as promoting neural growth, specific 

spatiotemporal expression in cerebellum and integrating abnormal motor functions and learning 
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behaviors in this model, which is similar to the symptoms of cerebellar conditions with damaged 

PCs, qualify Cdh4 as a potential regulator of migration for PCs (91-93). 

1.8.2 Classic cadherin type II 

1.8.2.1 Cadherin 8/ Cdh8 

Cdh8 is one of the widely studied members of the classic cadherins in brain and cerebellum. They 

belong to type II classical cadherins that mediate calcium-dependent cell-cell adhesions (94). The 

In situ hybridization (ISH) based studies on mice CNS described the mouse cadherin-8 (mCad8) 

localization in both membrane and cytoplasmic regions (95). The molecular structure of Cdh8 is 

composed of three regional domains across cytoplasmic membrane, but lacks the extracellular 

domain sequence of HAV which is specific to classic cadherin Type I (96). There are 5 different 

motifs of extracellular Cdh8 which determines specificity of their cell-cell interactions, which are 

notably homophilic. However, their type II structure features selective heterophilic interactions as 

well which is a huge advantage in connections where neither cell is expressing the same adhesion 

molecule (97). In mouse cerebellum, the expression of Cdh8 (mRNA-based) is detected as early 

as E18 which continues in adult mice as well. Topological analysis of mouse neonatal and adult 

brain shows that the expression of Cdh8 is restricted to certain areas such as the limbic system, the 

basal ganglia–thalamocortical circuit, and the cerebellum which together establish neonatal neural 

circuits (68, 98). Studies on cerebellum showed that granule cells and certain domains of cerebellar 

cortex contain PCs that are Cdh8 enriched (95). The specific expression pattern of Cdh8 in PCs is 

very similar to the stripes of Cdh4 in parasagittal sections. This implies the involvement of Cdh8 

in migration of PCs and their subdivision organization. However, apparently stripe pattern of Cdh8 

is not limited to PCs’ organization and it also participates in neuromere formation and 

segmentation of neural tube during embryonic stage. Accordingly, the Cdh8 positive and negative 
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regions are separated by borders corresponded with those of the neuromeres. The segmental 

expression pattern of PCs’ from early days as P2 eventually turns into a more continues distribution 

of Cdh8 in adult PCs, but not in every region which gives rise to expression stripes. Cdh8 at later 

stages of development becomes more specifically localized in functionally connected regions such 

as brain nuclei and laminar structures. But the highlight of their expression pattern is at P6 in PCs, 

where they share interfacial space with BGCs (pictures though did not mark the Cdh8 expression 

in both cells) (95). Studies suggested that Cdh8 is involved in synaptic contacts and axon guidance 

during development (99). It is an essential adhesion molecule for forging neural circuits, 

maintaining their networks and neural fibres fasciculation (100). The correlation between certain 

neural disorders and abnormal status of Cdh8 implies the necessity having functional Cdh8 

expression in CNS. Studies showed that the Cdh8 is related to learning disability disorders (64, 

101-104), myoblastoma and autism spectrum disorder (105, 106). The knocked out Cdh8 mouse 

shows abnormalities in CNS functions such as aberrant synaptic transmission, abnormal retinal 

bipolar cell morphology (107). Most of the studies on Cdh8 so far were all based on ISH and our 

database still lack the cell based quantitative studies of Cdh8 either at mRNA or protein level in 

PCs and BGCs during early postnatal days. Therefore, it is necessary to furtherly study cerebellar 

cortex and to represent the Cdh8 expression changes in a more accurate way.  

1.9 Immunoglobulin superfamily CAMs (IgCAMs) 

The immunoglobulin superfamily CAMs (IgCAMs) represent one of the most ancient and diverse 

families of cell adhesion proteins. There are numbers of IgCAM molecules participate as a critical 

mediator of cell adhesions during neural development (40) Most them have heterophilic 

interactions which are not only with other IgCAM subtypes but also different classes of ECM 

proteins such as integrins. The members of IgCAMs are either attached to the cell membrane or 
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secreted to the ECM. The soluble form of IgCAMs are often the product of alternative spliced 

transmembrane protein genes and may modulate cellular attachments at the junction site (108). 

Two of the well known IgCAMs expressed in cerebellum particularly PCs are neuroplastin and 

NCAM subfamilies. Neuroplastin is mostly involved in synaptogenesis and synaptic plasticity. 

This adhesion molecule is the first member of IgCAM superfamily found to be associated with 

sub-divisional organization of PCs. Neuroplastin in PCs was first detected at P3; By P5, their 

expression becomes limited to small groups of PCs (stripes) and ultimately manifest distinctive 

puncta around these neurons at P7 (109). NCAM, on the other hand, is a typical transmembrane 

IgCAM molecule with a continues expression pattern in PC layer (110). 

1.9.1 Roles of NCAM in cell adhesion and neural migration 

Neural cell adhesion molecule (NCAM) is a glycoprotein located on the cell surface of various 

cell types, including neurons and glial cells (111). They are widely expressed in both embryonic 

and adult brains. Studies on normal mice showed the earliest expression of Ncam1 in 

metencephalon at E15 which extends to even adulthood (69, 112). The NCAM molecule is 

involved in neural outgrowth and cell differentiations through interacting with ECM integrins such 

as α3β1 and α6β1 integrins. They also promote EMT through affecting E-cadherin expression in 

brain tumor cells (113, 114). NCAM plays essential roles in migration of precursor cells and 

fasciculation and pathfinding of axons and synapses. The Ig like domain motifs of this molecule 

may act as an identifier of synaptic contacts for neurons (115) and ultimately increase synaptic 

plasticity (116). The unique feature of NCAM in IgCAMs superfamily is the 27 alternative mRNA 

splicing which resulted in producing three major protein isoforms: NCAM-120, NCAM-140, and 

NCAM-180. These isoforms are named based on their molecular weight. They share the same 

extracellular domain, but the transmembrane and cytoplasmic domains are different. These 
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domains are featuring the variety of functions for cells (117). For example, the intracellular domain 

of NCAM-180 is essential for the interaction of this isoform with dopamine D2 receptor and 

regulating dopaminergic signaling and behaviors (118). Moreover, neural outgrowth is mediated 

by homophilic NCAM-NCAM interaction (119). Their interaction on different cell surfaces is 

called Trans-homophilic binding and on the same cell surface is named cis-homophilic binding. 

Studies showed that stabilized NCAM-140 on lipid rafts (microdomains of plasma membranes that 

are selectively enriched in cholesterol, sphingolipids) (120) can enhance neurite outgrowth through 

both modes of the homophilic interactions (121, 122). NCAM is often conjugated to Polysialic 

acid (PSA) (long linear homopolymer glycan). PSA-NCAM is known as a neural precursor marker 

in NS/PCS of neurogenic regions and in certain regions of adult CNS such as SVZ, hippocampus, 

and rostral migratory stream (RMS) (123). The PSA in the nervous system is synthesized by two 

polysialyltransferases (ST8SiaII and ST8SiaIV) and mainly modulates functions of NCAM. 

Studies showed that PSA directs migration and differentiation of neural precursors during 

development (124). Since they are in close relationship with NCAM, the PSA dependent 

differentiation relies on cell-cell contact. PSA actions do not always serve a strong cell-cell 

contacts. Some studies showed that the negative charge of PSA seems to inhibit NCAM 

homophilic bindings and subsequently weaken the cell junctions during migration (125). PSA is 

also the highlight of NCAM enrolment in promoting PCs repair. They enhance regeneration of PC 

axons by overexpressing in astrocytes of the lesioned areas (126). Despite numbers of application 

in CNS, the PSA functions are still relied on existence of Ncam1 protein. Therefore, the lack of 

Ncam1 expression is expected to not only interfere neurodevelopment and differentiation but also 

halt any potential repair that could occur following microdamage’s to the PCs. This is why 

knocking out Ncam1 in mouse (Ncam1 tm1cgn mutant HOM) adversely affects neural 
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differentiation and decreases the size of the brain (127). It also manifests abnormal 

social/conspecific interaction, abnormal anxiety-related response and increase exploration in new 

environment (90). 

1.10 RATIONAL OF THE STUDY 

PCs play an important role in regulating cerebellar neural circuits that control wide range of motor 

learning and social behaviours (5, 6). Treatment of neural degenerative disorders that are partly 

characterized by PCs' damage or loss (7-12) requires better understanding of their migration 

process. However, the postnatal migration of PCs has not yet been well studied. So far, the cortex 

physical expansion and attachment to the radial glia fibres in cerebellum were the only methods 

offered for PCs migration. Additionally, Reelin pathways and granule cells were proved to be 

involved in PCs migration as well. But these are only based on the beginning and the end of the 

migration and the important molecular pathways involved along the way and are not sufficient to 

justify the 7 postnatal days migration of PCs. What we do not know is the possibility of 

interconnecting with other cells along the way that could either assist or be the main migration 

mechanism for PCs. The appearance of BGS in postnatal 2 cerebellum (cluster stage) and its 

synchronized movement along with PCs to the pcl suggest a possible correlation between these 

two cells. Increasing amount of evidence verifies the possibilities of these correlations. BGs are 

astrocytes developed from radial glia progenitor cells. They assist granule cell migration and 

therefore the original concept of glial-guided neuronal migration is applied to them as well. A 

similar correlation is observed in ectopic PCs which are deeply affected by BGCs that are not 

differentiation. This suggests that the migration and organization of PCs are associated with BGCs’ 

functions. Moreover, it is known that Reelin is an important asset of PCs migration. A majority of 

PCs in Reeler mouse (Reelin mutant) stop migrating, but still small percentage of them reach the 
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pcl. One possible answer is existing an alternative migration mechanism mediated by BGCs that 

managed to move proportion of PCs regardless of Reelin status. The ultimate methods of finding 

the PCs-BGCs correlation could be using a mouse model with irregular PCs/BGs migration. 

Therefore, a mutant mouse (ACP2 mutation (ACP2 -/-(aka nax; naked ataxia)) featured with 

migration of PCs in molecular layer is used to serve the purpose. The so called excessive migrated 

PCs in nax cerebellum surprisingly and through an unknown mechanism are collocated with BGCs 

therefore making it an ideal condition to prove the PCs-BGCs coupled migration and understand 

their mechanisms. These evidences are suggesting criteria that qualifies BGCs as one of the key 

regulatory and mechanistically elements for migration of PCs. In this study I investigate what types 

of physical connections might be necessary to secure their coupled migration and understand how 

they are regulated during radial movement. 

1.11 Hypothesis and objectives 

 1.11.1 Hypothesis: 

I hypothesize that Bergmann glia cells (BGCs) play a crucial role for PCs postnatal dispersal 

and monolayer formation. In this regard, the aims of my study would be to prove the expression 

of essential Cell Adhesion Molecules (CAMs) in both cells and analyze how the change in their 

expression pattern may serve the idea of co-migration. 

 1.11.2 Objectives: 

1- Demonstrating the location of early development of CAMs around PCs  

2- Using qRT-PCR and Western blot to investigate the expression pattern of CAMs in tissue 

3- Purifying PCs and BGs and analyzing CAM expression in the sorted cells 
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CHAPTER 2: MATERIALS AND METHODS 

2.1 Animal protocol  

Animal ethics 

 All procedures were submitted and approved by institutional regulations and the Guide to the 

Care and Use of Experimental Animals from the Canadian Council for Animal Care (CCAC). This 

study was approved by the University of Manitoba Animal Care Committee (ACC) as well efforts 

were made to minimize the number of animals used and their suffering.  

Animal model 

The Acp2 mutant (nax) mice in my study were obtained from transferring the nax embryos from 

Institute of Human Genetics in the University Medical Center, Georg-August University, 

Gottingen, Germany. The nax colony was established and developed in Genetic model centre of 

University of Manitoba. Mice were kept at room temperature with relative humidity (18–20°C, 

50–60%) on a 12:12 light and dark cycle. The heterozygous mice were initially bred to achieve 

nax mutant (homozygote/heterozygote/wild type ratio was 25%:50%: 25%, respectively). Based 

on the phenotypic characteristics such as smaller size, alopecia (lack of hair), and ataxia in nax can 

be distinguished from the wild type littermates. The age of the studied mice ranges between P2 

and P7. The nax phenotypes are hard to recognize at the early post natal days. Therefore, PCR 

based genotyping was performed to address the issue and avoid any bias. 

2.2 Mouse genotyping  

Genotyping of the mutant mouse was performed using AccuStartTM II Mouse Genotyping Kit 

(Quanta, Biosciences).  
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DNA extraction  

Tail samples were added to a 70µl of Extraction Reagent. Then samples were heated to 95°C for 

30 minutes followed by cooling in room temperature. Afterward an equal volume of Stabilization 

Buffer was added to the extracts. DNA was directly used to run PCR.  

Polymerase Chain reaction (PCR)  

The prepared DNA extracts were mixed with PCR reaction components to the final volume of 25 

μL according to the kit instruction. 

Table 1: Reagents for PCR 

PCR Reaction Setup 

Component Volume 

AccuStart II GelTrack PCR 

SuperMix (2X) 12.5 μL 

Forward primer 0.5 μL 

Reverse primer 0.5 μL 

Nuclease-free water 9 μL 

DNA Extract 2.5 μL 

Final Volume (μL) 25 μL 
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PCR consists of series of repeated cycles with discreet temperatures steps as follow: (1) 5 cycles 

of denaturation step at 95˚C for 4 min (2) 32 cycles of annealing step at 56 ˚C for 45 sec (3) 1 min 

at 72˚C for extension following that the final extension at 72 ̊ C for 10 min. Annealing temperature 

was selected based on the GC and AT content of each primer pair. Acp4F (5’ 

GCACTCTGTGCCTTCTCCAT-3’) and Acp4R (5’CTGGGAGATTTGGGCAACTA-3’) 

primers were utilized in PCR reaction.  

Restriction digestion with BamHI enzyme  

The PCR amplicons from each sample were then mixed well with 2.5 μl of buffer and 1.66 μl 

BamHI restriction enzyme and incubated in a water bath at 37°C for 2hrs. Meanwhile, 2.5% 

agarose gel was prepared in 1x TAE buffer with 1μg/ml ethidium bromide. After incubation, the 

digested PCR products were run in the gel for an hour and the bands were visualised by a gel 

documentation system Fluorchem-8900 gel imager (Alpha Innotech Corp, San Leandro, CA, 

USA). Fragments of 525 bp were indicative of homozygous genotype, two fragments of 320 bp 

and 200 bp were indicative of wild type genotype. 

Figure 1. Agarose gel showing different genotypes of nax mouse 

 

Abbreviations: WT = Wild type, Het = Heterogeneous, Nax = Naked ataxia 
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2.3 Perfusion and sectioning 

 All mice were deeply anesthetized with 20% isoflurane, USP (Baxter Co. Mississauga, Ontario, 

Canada) diluted with propylene glycol (Sigma-Aldrich Canada Co., Ontario, Canada) in a 

desiccator. The mice were transcranial perfused with 15 ml of 0.1 M phosphate buffer saline (pH 

7.4) and 30 ml of 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) in phosphate buffer saline (PBS). The brains were 

removed and post-fixed in 4% PFA at 4°C for at least 24 hours. For cryoprotection, the fixed 

cerebellum was washed in PBS by gently agitating on shaker for 30min-1hr. Then cerebellum was 

processed in 10% (2 h), 20% (2 h) and 30% (24 h) sucrose solution made with PBS. After sucrose 

processing, cerebella were transferred to the freezing blocks, oriented in Optimal Cutting 

Temperature (OCT) compound (VWR, Mississauga, Ontario, Canada) and frozen at -80°C for at 

least 1hr. Sagittal section the cerebellum were serially cut at a 25 µm thickness using a -20°C 

cryostat and collected on positive charged microscope slides precoated with gelatin. After finishing 

the sectioning, slide was kept in room temperature for 30 min and stored in -20. 

2.4 Immunohistochemistry 

To demonstrate the expression pattern of the CAMs in developing cerebellum, sections went 

through immunohistochemistry (IHC) and co-labeled with PCs, BGCs and the CAMs markers. 

During IHC process tissues sections on slide were washed with PBS 1X 3 times and incubated 

with NGS (normal goat serum 10% including 0.3% triton x 100) for an hour at RT. Then NGS was 

replaced by primary antibodies (Table 1) and incubated overnight at 4 °C. The primary antibodies 

were removed and sections were washed with PBS 1X 3times. Afterward tissues were fluoro 

tagged by goat anti-rat IgG (H+L) Cross-Adsorbed Alexa Fluor 488 (Catalogue No. A-11006, 

1:1000 in blocking buffer, EMD Millipore) incubating with Alexa 488-conjugated goat-anti-

mouse IgG and Alexa 549-conjugated goat-anti-mouse IgG secondary antibodies (Catalogue No. 
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A-11029 and A-11012 diluted 1∶1000 in blocking solution, Life Technologies) at RT for an hour. 

The sections after washing were mounted with Fluor Save Reagent.  

Table 2: Primary antibodies used in immunohistochemistry 

Name of the Antibody Dilution Source 

 

Rabbit polyclonal anti-

calbindin D-28K antiserum 

CALB1 

1:5000 in blocking solution 
Catalogue No. 300 

CEDARLANE 

 

Mouse monoclonal anti-

calbindin D-28K 

1:1000 in blocking solution 
Catalogue No. CB-38a 

CEDARLANE 

Rabbit polyclonal anti-GFAP 1:1000 in blocking solution 
Catalogue No. BT-575 

Biomedical technologies Inc. 

Mouse monoclonal anti-S-

100 (β-Subunit) antibody 
1:500 in blocking solution 

Catalogue No. S2532 

Sigma-Aldrich 

Rat monoclonal anti-N 

cadherin (Cdh2) 
1:100 in blocking solution 

Catalogue No. MNCD2 

Developmental Studies 

Hybridoma Bank 

Kyoto University 

Mouse monoclonal anti-

cadherin 8 (Cdh8) 
1:100 in blocking solution 

Catalogue No. CAD8-1 

Developmental Studies 

Hybridoma Bank 

RIKEN institute 

Mouse monoclonal_anti-

NCAM 

 

1:100 in blocking solution 

Catalogue No.5B8 

Developmental Studies 

Hybridoma Bank 

Columbia University 
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Table 3: Secondary antibodies used for immunohistochemistry 

Name of the Antibody Dilution Source 

Polyclonal Goat anti-rat IgG 

(H+L) Cross-Adsorbed Alexa 

Fluor 488 

1∶1000 in blocking solution 
Catalogue No. A-11006 

Millipore 

Polyclonal Alexa 488-

conjugated goat-anti-mouse 

IgG 

1∶1000 in blocking solution 
Catalogue No. A-11029 

Millipore 

Polyclonal Alexa 549-

conjugated goat-anti-mouse 

IgG 

1∶1000 in blocking solution 
Catalogue No. A-11012 

Millipore 

 

Image Acquisition  

The bright field microscopy of the IHC stained sections was performed by Zeiss Axio Imager M2 

microscope (Zeiss, Toronto, ON, Canada). The Zeiss Light Sheet Z.1 microscope (Zeiss, Toronto, 

ON, Canada) equipped with a camera was used to visualize the immunofluorescent images from 

florescent labeled sections. The images were finally assembled into montages using an image 

editing software application Adobe Photoshop CS5 Version 12. 

2.5 Western blotting 

The protein analysis of CAMs using western blot was carried out on both nax and WT samples 

comprised of 3 cerebella for each strain. The collected samples covered with lysis buffer composed 

of protease inhibitor cocktail (Life Science, No. M250) and phosphatase inhibitor (Sigma Aldrich, 

No. P5726) almost double the volume of the tissue was homogenized by sonication. Then, protein 

concentrations were assessed using a commercial BSA kit (Bio-Rad No.5000121) and loading 

samples were prepared by adding the loading buffer (Tris-Hcl 60mM, glycerol 25%, SDS 2%, 

mercaptoethanol (ME) 14.4mM, bromophenol blue 0.1%, H2O) to an appropriate volume of the 

sample to have the final concentration of 1µ𝑔/µ𝑙. In order to perform electrophoresis, the loading 
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samples were heated in 100 degrees for 10 min and aftercooling down, 12 µ𝑙 of each sample were 

loaded in the 8-12% polyacrylamide gel. 5 μl of precision plus protein were used as marker 

standard (Thermo Fischer Scientific, ON, Canada). Afterward, the proteins on the gel were 

transferred to PVDF membrane (Millipore, Mississauga, ON, USA) in transfer buffer (500nM 

glycine, 50mM tris-HCl, and 20% methanol) at RT O/N with the low voltage of 30V. For IHC, 

membranes were blocked for 1 h in 5% skim milk in TBS + 0.1% Triton X-100 (PBST). 

Membranes were incubated with primary antibody at 4 °C overnight with gentle agitation. 

Afterward, membranes were washed with TBST for 10 min (2-3 times change the washing buffer) 

and incubated with HRP conjugated goat anti-rat and anti-mouse secondary antibodies for 1 h at 

RT with HRP conjugated goat anti-rat IgG antibody (Millipore, AP136P) and HRP conjugated 

goat anti-mouse IgG (Catalogue No. AP308P, diluted 1∶7500 in blocking solution, Millipore) 

(table 3). After the incubation and 10 min washing, the membranes were drained of washing buffer 

and positioned on a piece of Saran Wrap; Very quickly (avoid membrane drying) the following 

materials from ECL kit (Catalogue No. 170506; Clarity Western ECL Substrate) were mixed well 

in a 1.5 mL Eppendorf tube: 1ml Peroxide Reagent and 1ml Luminol/Enhancer Reagent. 

Membranes were soaked in the mixture for 60 sec. Right before exposing in the BIORAD 

ChemiDoc Imager the membranes were drained of the prepared ECL and wrapped in Saran Wrap. 

The protein bands from the blotting membrane images were quantified by Alphaease software. 

The house keeping protein β-actin was used as an internal loading control. The abundance of the 

targeted proteins from each sample were evaluated relative to the β-actin.   
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Table 4: Primary antibodies used for Western blot 

Name of the Antibody Dilution Source 

Rat monoclonal anti-N 

cadherin (Cdh2) 
1:100 in blocking solution 

Catalogue No. MNCD2 

Developmental Studies 

Hybridoma Bank 

Kyoto University 

Rat monoclonal anti-R-

cadherin (Cdh4) 
1:500 in blocking solution 

Catalogue No. MRCD5 

Developmental Studies 

Hybridoma Bank 

RIKEN institute 

Mouse monoclonal anti-

NCAM 

 

1:100 in blocking solution 

Catalogue No.5B8 

Developmental Studies 

Hybridoma Bank 

Columbia University 

 

Table 5: Secondary antibodies used for Western blot 

Name of the Antibody Dilution Source 

HRP conjugated polyclonal 

goat anti-rat IgG 
1∶7500 in blocking solution 

Catalogue No. AP136P 

Millipore  

HRP conjugated polyclonal 

goat anti-mouse IgG 
1∶7500 in blocking solution 

Catalogue No. AP308P 

Millipore 

 

2.6 Fluorescence activated cell sorting (FACS) of PCs and BGCs 

Mice were selected from both wt and nax strains each at three different times (P2, P5 and P7). At 

the day of the experiment, mice were anesthetized, decapitated and the dissected brains were 

immediately transferred into ice-cold 1x Hank’s balanced salt solution (HBSS, Gibco 14185-052) 

and washed by changing the buffer 3 times. Afterward, tissues were transferred to the dissection 

medium (1x HBSS containing gentamicin 10 μg/mL) for cerebellum isolation. 
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Cerebellum isolation 

During this process the skull was held with fine forceps and cut through the calvarium from the 

lateral aspect of the skull in a line from the foramen magnum to the external acoustic meatus and 

inferior border of the orbital cavity. The skull base was removed and the thin layer of skull covering 

brain was peeled away. After exposing the brain, fine forceps were used to remove the cerebellum 

meninges from the lateral surface of the middle cerebellar peduncle and pons. The cerebellar 

peduncles were detached using scissors to isolate the cerebellum. 

Cerebellum dissociation 

The collected cerebella were placed and washed (centrifuge at 300 g, 4 °C and change supernatant) 

in cold Dulbecco’s modified Eagle medium: nutrient mixture F-12 (DMEM/F12, Lonza 12-719F) 

3x 1 min and incubated in trypsin (Gibco 15090-046) (37 °C) for about 12 min. The trypsin was 

inactivated with 10% FBS in DMEM/F12 and washed 3x 5 min. 

Pellets were gently triturated with the 3.5 mL of DNase working solution (1 mL of DNase I stock 

solution [0.05% DNase (Roche 11284932001) + 12 mM MgSO4 + 1x HBSS] in 500 µL of heat-

inactivated FBS and 2 mL of DMEM/F12) to get a homogenous mixture of cells.  

Immunohistochemistry of the dissociated cells and final sorting 

The collected cells were counted (1×106) and blocked with NGS 10% in phosphate buffered saline 

(pH 7.4) with 0.1% sodium azide without triton X100 at RT for 15 min. The cells were then 

incubated in primary antibodies (Kirre Like Nephrin Family Adhesion Molecule 2 (Kirrel2) for 

PCs and Solute Carrier Family 1 Member 3 (SLC1A3) for Bergmann glia) for 30 min and washed 

3x with staining buffer. Followed by incubation with secondary antibodies for another 30 min and 

counterstaining with DAPI, the final pellet of cells was resuspended in staining buffer. The staining 

buffer (1x PBS, FBS 1%, 25 mM HEPES, 1mM EDTA) was used for diluting antibodies and 
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washing steps during immunohistochemistry. Cell sorting was performed on BD FACS Aria-III 

cell sorter. Cells were sorted with 100-micron nozzle at the concentration of 15 million cells per 

ml in purity mode. PCs and BGCs were collected in 15ml Falcon tubes without any buffer. 

Table 6: Primary antibodies used for cell sorting 

Name of the Antibody Dilution Source 

Mouse monoclonal anti- 

Kirrel2/NEPH3 

1:200 in staining solution 
Catalogue No. MAB2564 

Clone # 318311 

R&D system 

Rabbit polyclonal anti- 

EAAT1/GLAST-1/SLC1A3  

1:200 in staining solution 
Catalogue No. NB100-

1869SS 

Novus biologicals 

 

Table 7: Secondary antibodies used for cell sorting 

Name of the Antibody Dilution Source 

Polyclonal Alexa488-

conjugated goat-anti-rabbit 

IgG 

1∶500 diluted in staining 

buffer 

 

Catalogue No. A-11008 

Invitrogen 

Polyclonal Alexa 647-

conjugated goat-anti-mouse 

IgG 

1∶500 diluted in staining 

buffer 

Catalogue No. A-11029 

Life Technologies 

 

2.7 mRNA extraction from purified PCs and BGCs and qRT-PCR analysis  

The average number of sorted cells per each sample that were used for RNA extraction were about 

50 K. Sorted cells were collected in tubes with the least volumes and immediately the lysis buffer 

from Qiagen RNeasy Plus Mini Kit was added to them. The rest of the steps was followed 

according to the instruction of the kit to have the high yield of RNA extraction and avoid 
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contaminations as much as possible (QIAGEN: Cat No./ID: 74134). The cDNA synthesis was 

performed by 0.25 ng of RNA in a qScript cDNA SuperMix kit (Catalogue number: 95048-100). 

The reaction mixture contained 10 μL PowerUp™ SYBR™ Green Master Mix (Catalogue No. 

A25742), 2 μL cDNA template and 1.2 μL of each forward and reverse primer in a total reaction 

volume of 20 µl. Thermocycling parameters were: 95°C for 3 min followed by 40 cycles of 95°C 

for 30 s, 55°C for 60 s, 72°C for 60 s. All reactions were performed in duplicate, and gene 

expression values were normalized with respect to the reference gene, GAPDH and utilizing the 

2–ΔΔct method. Data are presented as means ± SEM. 

Table 8. Primer sequences used for mRNA analysis 

Gene Forward sequence 5′ to 3′ Reverse sequence 5′ to 3′ 

Cdh2 CGGTTTCACTTGAGAGCACA CTCGCTCCTGGAAGATGGTG 

Cdh4 CAAGAAAGGGCAGACAGTGG GTTGATGGGTGGGATGACC 

Cdh8 TGCTGACGACCCAGTTTATG ATTGCACGTGTGGCAAGTTC 

Ncam1 TGGTTCCGAGATGGTCAGTT GGATGGAGAAGACGGTGTGT 

Gapdh GGTGAAGGTCGGTGTGAACG CTCGCTCCTGGAAGATGGTG 

 

2.8 Statistical methods 

All experiments were repeated 3 times per each time point of the strain (n3). The raw quantitative 

(Western blot and qRT-PCR) results of each gene were then normalized to the hose keeping gene 

control (β-actin for Western blot and Gapdh for qRT-PCR data). The normalised results from each 

experiment were compared together based on two variances of time point and strain in ANOVA. 

The analysis and figure preparations were carried out using ANOVA multiple comparison testing 

in Prism Graphpad V7.05 and the P≤.05 and P<.001 were considered significant. 
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CHAPTER 3: RESULTS 

3.1 PCs excessive migration and BGC positioning in nax cerebellar cortex 

In order to better demonstrate the effect of neuro-glia interactions in migration of PCs in our 

experiment a mutant mouse (Acp2-/- ; naked ataxia: nax) featured with excessive migration of 

PCs was used and the results were compared to wt littermates. The anatomical structure of the 

cerebellar cortex and the PCs organization in both nax and wt cerebellum were visualized by anti-

CALB1 (CALB1; marker of PCs). The organization of PCs during early postnatal days (P6) which 

is close to their settlement in wt cerebellar cortex forms a linear shape which is called Purkinje cell 

layer (pcl) (Fig. 2A). In nax cerebellum, however, migration does not stop at pcl and by invading 

molecular layer and beyond the architecture of cortex becomes disrupted (Fig. 2B). The migrated 

PCs whether in nax or the wt cerebellar cortex share the same location with a group of specialized 

astrocytes, Bergmann glia cells (BGCs). In this study anti-GFAP was used to label and visualize 

the BGCs location in cerebellum. Glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP) antibody is one of the most 

typical markers of astrocytes which. To show the colocation of PCs with BGCs cell bodies and 

their extended fibres in both strains, transverse sections from cerebellum were double stained with 

anti-CALB1 and anti-GFAP (GFAP; marker of BGCs) as well. The differential organization of 

PCs/BGCs between nax and wt cerebellum are shown at later postnatal days as P15 (Fig. 2C, D).  
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Figure. 2. Localization of PCs and BGCs in nax and wt cerebellum  

 

(A, B) Sagittal sections of Acp2+/+ (wt) cerebellum at P6 immunofluorescence stained with anti-

CaBP (green) shows monolayer formation of PCs in pcl (A). Sagittal section of Acp2-/- (nax) 

cerebellum at P6 stained with the same antibody shows PCs are arranged to a multilayer 

conformation/cluster that extends to ML (B). (C, D) Transverse section of Acp2+/+ (wt) 

cerebellum at P15 double stained with GFAP (red) and CaBP (green) shows BGCs soma are 

aligned with PCs (arrow) in pcl (C). The BGC bodies (arrow) are scattered around the cluster 

of PCs soma in molecular layer. The BGC fibres are in parallel in different length extending to 

the pia surface (D). Abbreviations: PCs=Purkinje cells; BGCs=Bergman glia cells; ML= 

Molecular layer; pcl=Purkinje cell layer.  

 

Using GFAP marker, however, does not clearly indicate the location of the BGCs soma near the 

nax PCs. This is important especially about P6 or P7, when the excessive location of the Purkinje 

cells in the molecular layer is so disorganized that overlaps with the signals from fibres and soma 

of BGs. To confirm the BGC organization in cerebellar cortex, S100 IHC was used as an 

alternative BGCs marker. S100B is a calcium dependent protein mainly expressed in astrocytes, 

oligodendrocytes, and Schwann cells. During development of cerebellum, high levels of S100B is 

exclusively expressed in mature BGs and their precursors (128, 129). The soma and extensions of 
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BGCs labeled with anti- S100B antibody are demonstrated in nax and wt cerebellum along with 

PCs labeled with CALB1 at P2, P5 and P7 mice. P2 is the earliest postnatal day of PCs migration 

in which BGCs can be detected in cerebellum. In both nax and wt cerebellum the unbranched 

migrating PCs form a multilayer construction called cluster (Fig. 3A, B). The PCs at this stage are, 

however, less organized in nax cerebellum than the wt counterparts. The P5 cerebellum sections 

were used to provide an insight into the pre-settlement stages of PCs migration in both strains. The 

PCs at P5 are at the end of the cluster stage (Fig. 3C, D). PCs in wt cerebellum remained in pcl 

while in nax cerebellum they were positioned in further locations where ML was expected to be 

(Fig. 3E, F). In both strains, the BGCs soma are distributed among PCs in multilayer organizations 

at P2 and P5. The fibres of BGCs are extended toward the pia surface and at some points a second 

arm is developed in parallel with other fibres. The fibres are attached to the pia surface while their 

soma is collocated with PCs. At P7, BGCs are in close contact with the excessive migrated PCs in 

molecular layer while at the same day their wt counterparts are settled in pcl (where PCs are 

normally located) and stopped moving further (Fig. 3I-J). In both scenario the PCs are 

accompanied with BGCs.  
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Figure. 3. Colocalization of BGCs and PCs at P2, P5 and P7 nax and wt sagittal sections 
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(A-D) Sagittal section of cerebellum at P2, P5 and P7 were immunofluorescence labeled with anti-

CALB1 (red) (CaBP; specific marker for PCs) and anti-S100β (green) (specific marker of BGCs). 

shows multilayer of PCs and the BGC soma. The BGCs fibre extension (arrowhead) are from PCs’ 

(arrow) intercellular space toward pia surface at P2 (A-B) and at P5 (C-D). High magnifications 

are shown in (a-b) and (c-d.) (E-F) The location of BGCs (arrowhead) is shown at P7 among PCs 

in pcl of wt cerebellum (E). BGCs and their fibres are located in nax cerebellar sections in pcl/ml 

region close to egl (F). The BGC fibres in nax cerebellum are not well organised as in wt 

cerebellum, but still are connected to the pia surface through their fibre extensions. Abbreviations: 

PCs=Purkinje cells; BGCs=Bergman glia cells; pcl=Purkinje cell layer; ML= Molecular layer. 

Scale bars: A = 100 μm (applies to panels A, B, C, D, E and F); G = 50 μm (applied to panels a, 

b, c, d, e and f).  

 

3.2 Analysis of mRNA-Protein level of CAMs in cerebellum and sorted PCs and BGCs 

In order to understand how the interaction of the PCs with BGCs between them and their 

environments would impact their coupled migration, a set of most promising cell adhesion 

molecules such as Cdh2, Cdh8, Cdh4 and Ncam1 were selected and their expression was measured 

in the targeting cells. 

3.2.1 Cdh2 expression pattern analysis  

Cdh2 is a member of classic cadherin type I and a typical adhesion molecule expressed during 

development of the nervous system (62, 63). In order to show the local expression of Cdh2 in 

neuro-glia clusters and pcl along with PCs, the nax and wt sections from P5 and P7 mice 

cerebellum were double stained with anti-CALB1 and anti- Cdh2 antibodies. The postnatal days 

5 and 7 were selected as are close time points to the excessive migration of PCs. The expression 
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of Cdh2 in wt cerebellum is enriched in the cluster and mono layer of PCs at P5 (Fig.4A) and P7 

(Fig. 4C) respectively. Cdh2 is expressed across the multilayer conformations of nax PCs as well. 

However, in nax cerebellum, Cdh2 signals are not as strong as in the wt tissue (nax P5; Fig. 4B, 

nax P7; Fig. 4D). To further investigate Cdh2 expression cerebellum, total Cdh2 protein level was 

measured in nax and compared with wt counterpart at P2 and P7. The Cdh2 protein expression in 

wt cerebellum showed an upward trend starting from P2 at a lower level compared to nax 

counterpart. The protein values in wt and nax ultimately became equal at P7. However, both nax 

and wt cerebellum alike did not show statistical significance between time points and strains (Fig. 

5A). To understand how PCs and BGCs are contributed to the expression patterns of Cdh2, qRT-

PCR was performed on the isolated PCs and BGCs, and the changing mRNA level of Cdh2 was 

analyzed between nax and wt cerebellum (Fig. 5C, D). Results showed that the Cdh2 mRNA in 

PCs is overexpressed in nax cerebellum. In both PCs and BGCs, the cellular expression is 

increased by time (between P2 and P7 wt BGC; P<0.05.) In nax cerebellum, changing Cdh2 

expression by time was not considerable in BGCs. Moreover, the post mutation overexpression of 

Cdh2 gene in BGCs occurs only at beginning of coupled migration (P2) while at P7 the nax-wt 

differences are insignificant. Therefore, the general trend in BGCs proposes continues activity of 

a regulatory mechanism in nax BGCs, that lack of which in wt BGCs lead to increased Cdh2 at P7 

and settling cells on pcl. In other words, both PCs and BGCs seem to acquire high Cdh2 

transcription in nax cerebellum after mutation, but only one cell (PCs) is engaging up-regulatory 

mechanism for excessive migration. To gain a broader perspective of the Cdh2 

transcription/translation in PCs and BGCs, qRT-PCR was carried out on whole cerebellum as well 

(Fig. 5B). Unlike the transcription pattern in PCs and BGCs, the total mRNA of nax cerebellum is 

lower at P7 than the corresponding wt. The negative trends of Cdh2 transcription between nax 
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cells (PCs and BGCs) and nax tissue at P7 may suggest that a large amount of the this Cdh2 across 

the tissue could be produced from a specific type of cells such as PCs and BGCs. Not mention that 

according to the IHC images part of the broad scale of Cdh2 expression could be from granule 

cells which migrate inward from EGL to IGL during the time. The pattern in nax total mRNA, 

however, is leveraged in protein expression without any variations among ages and between strains 

meaning the possibility of translation enhancers between P2 and P7 in nax cerebellum. 

 

Figure. 4. Colocation of PCs and Cdh2 in wt and nax cerebellar cortex 
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(A-B) Double staining of nax and wild type sibling mouse sagittal sections with anti- Cdh2 (green) 

and anti-CALB1 (red) shows the signals of Cdh2 (arrowhead) surrounding the PCs (arrow) at P5. 

The immunofluorescent signals from PCs and Cdh2 does not overlap at P5. Cdh2 is expressed in 

granular layer of wild type cerebellum at P5, but in nax the granule layer signals are not clear. (C- 

B) Double staining with anti- Cdh2 (green) and anti-CALB1 (red) in sagittal sections of nax and 

wild type sibling mouse cerebellum at P7 shows the intercellular (between PCs) and overlapping 

signals of Cdh2 with the soma of PCs. The Cdh2 signals is extended from pcl to the granule layer 

in wild type cerebellum, but in nax cerebellum it is not clear weather the signals are emitted from 

granule cell layer or the PCs in pcl. (a-d) Higher magnification of the local Cdh2 expression. 

Abbreviations: PCs=Purkinje cells. Scale bars: A = 50 μm (applies to panels A, B, C and D).  
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Figure. 5. The upregulation of Cdh2 mRNA in wt and nax cerebellum at P7 only occurs in 

PCs 
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A) Cdh2 expression in cerebellum is measured by western blot at P2, P5 and P7; The variation 

between time point and strains are not statistically significant. B) qRT-PCR of mRNA collected 

from isolated PCs and BGCs from nax and wt cerebellum at P2 and P7; Cdh2 transcription at P7 

is higher in nax PCs than wt PCs. In BGCs mRNA share similar values in nax P2 and nax P7; The 

nax BGCs values are incomparable with corresponding wt mRNA which shows significantly 

higher value at P7 than P2 (P <.001). (C, D) qRT-PCR of total tissue is downregulated in nax 

cerebellum between P2 and P7. This experiment was repeated using three different litters for each 

postnatal day in wt and nax siblings (wt; n=3 and nax; n=3). The data in the bar graph are presented 

as the mean ± SEM, and statistical analysis was performed using multiple comparison ANOVA 

(P-value ≤.05 was considered as statistically significant.) Abbreviations: PCs=Purkinje cells; 

BGCs=Bergman glia cells. 

 

3.2.2 Cdh4 expression pattern analysis 

The distinctive roles of Cdh4 as members of classic cadherin type I has been frequently mentioned 

in segmentation and neural outgrowth of brain (86). To measure the differential protein expression 

of Cdh4 at P2, P5 and P7 in both nax and wt cerebellum, western blotting was performed using 

anti- Cdh4 antibody. Our finding showed that the expression of Cdh4 in both strains is 

downregulated between P2 and P7. P2 is the only time point during cerebellar development that 

Cdh4 expression is higher in nax than wt (P<0.05) (Fig. 6A). In order to investigate if the same 

pattern is applied in PCs and BGCs, the mRNA from targeted cells was extracted and analyzed 

with qRT-PCR. Results showed an upward trend of the Cdh4 transcription in wt PCs between P2 

and P7 (Fig. 6C, D). In nax PCs/BGCs, Cdh4 mRNA transcription is not only increased by time 

but also acquire higher values than the wt counterparts. The only exception is mRNA values of 
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BGCs at P2 which neither increased by time nor changed after mutation. This pattern indicates a 

Cdh4 up-regulatory mechanism in BGCs that is only triggered by mutation at P7, not P2. To further 

clarify the connections between our data, qRT-PCR analysis was carried out and total Cdh4 

transcription was evaluated in cerebellum from both strains (Fig. 6B). The total expression of Cdh4 

across both strains of cerebellum is decreased from P2 to P7, while the trend for cellular mRNA 

values are negative. The inverse pattern of values between nax PCs/BGCs group and nax mRNA-

protein group indicates that the majority of Cdh4 expression in cerebellum is dedicated to the 

targeted cells at P7. Therefore, it is indicating an indirect confirmation of mRNA analysis data 

collected on each cell type. 

Figure. 6. Cdh4 is overexpressed at P7 in PCs and BGCs of mutant mouse cerebellum 
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A) Cdh4 expression in cerebellum is measured by western P2, P5 and P7; protein expression in wt 

cerebellum is downregulated between P2 and P7; In nax cerebellum Cdh4 expression is 

significantly decreased between P2 and P7 (P <.001). C, D) qRT-PCR of mRNA collected from 

isolated PCs and BGCs from nax and wt cerebellum at P2 and P7; the Cdh4 mRNA differences 

between P2 and P7 are insignificant in wt PCs and wt BGCs; In nax PCs and BGCs, the Cdh4 

mRNA increases by time; At P2 the values significantly rises (P <.05) in nax PCs and nax BGCs. 

B) qRT-PCR of total tissue between shows decreasing trend from P2 and P7 in both wt cerebellum 

and nax cerebellum. This experiment was repeated over three different litters for each postnatal 

day in wt and nax siblings (wt; n=3 and nax; n=3). The data in the bar graph are presented as the 

mean ± SEM, and statistical analysis was performed using multiple comparison ANOVA. (P-value 

≤.05 was considered as statistically significant.) Abbreviations: PCs=Purkinje cells; 

BGCs=Bergman glia cells. 

 

3.2.3 Cdh8 expression pattern analysis  

Cdh8 is the only member of classic cadherin type II in our study that is expressed in brain, specially 

in PCs (94). To demonstrate the expression pattern of Cdh8 in cerebellar cortex, brain sections of 

both strains were double stained with anti-cd8 antibody and anti-CALB1. The cerebellum samples 

were collected from P5 and P7 as closest time points to the PCs excessive migration in nax strain. 

The expression of Cdh8 from IHC was stronger on the location of PCs (Fig. 7A, C) in wt 

cerebellum than the nax counterparts at P5 (Fig. 7B) and P7 (Fig. 7D), but the patterns were not 

clear enough for performing densitometry analysis. Following IHC, Western blot was performed 

to measure and compare whole cerebellum expression of Cdh8 in both strains at P2, P5 and P7. 

The expression pattern of Cdh4 from P2 to P7 is unchanged in wt cerebellum and increased in 
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corresponding nax (Fig. 8A). The changing expression pattern in nax cerebellum at P2 also is in 

inverse proportion to the values at P5 meaning that the Cdh8 protein has to be upregulated/express 

more than an average at the beginning of coupled migration and be downregulated/express less 

than an average by the time both cells reach pcl. To confirm our findings at cell level, qRT-PCR 

was performed and measured the cellular (in PCs and BGCs) transcription of Cdh8 in cerebellum 

strains (Fig. 8C, D). The mRNA values in PCs and BGCs of wt and nax cerebellum are overall 

increased by time, although the values did not reach statistical significance (except wt BGCs at P7 

P=0.0026.) Comparing cellular Cdh8 mRNA values between strains, mutation at P2 significantly 

increased transcription in both PCs and BGCs. At P7, however, PCs are the only cell type with 

different Cdh8 regulation in wt cerebellum from nax counterpart; the high mRNA level of Cdh8 

at P7 coincides with positioning PCs in ML and therefore may play important role in PCs 

migration. To confirm our cell based qRT-PCR analysis, total Cdh8 mRNA was also quantified 

by qRT-PCR. mRNA result from the whole cerebellum shared a similar pattern to the total protein 

trend from P2 to P7 whether in wt or nax cerebellum (Fig.8B). Both (total mRNA and protein) 

analyses alike present higher values in nax cerebellum at P2 and lower at P7 when compared to wt 

counterparts. The mRNA-protein values are also downregulated from P2 to P7 in nax cerebellum 

which is contrary to increasing pattern in nax PCs/BGCs. The negative trend indicates an 

increasing transcription of Cdh8 in nax targeted cells while its protein expression across the nax 

cerebellum was downregulated. 
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Figure. 7. Colocation of PCs and Cdh8 in wt and nax cerebellar cortex 

(A, C) Double immunostaining of wild type mouse sagittal sections with anti- Cdh8 (green) and 

anti-CALB1 (red) shows the strong immunofluorescent signals of Cdh8 (arrowhead) collocated with 

the cluster of PCs (arrow) at P5 and the monolayer of PCs in pcl at P7. (B-D) Double 

immunostaining with anti-Cdh8 (green) and anti-CALB1 (red) in sagittal sections of nax mouse 

cerebellum shows the Cdh8 expression in the cluster of PCs extended from pcl to pia surface at both 

P5 and P7. (a-d) Higher magnification of the local Cdh2 expression. Abbreviations: PCs=Purkinje 

cells. Scale bars: A = 50 μm (applies to panels A, B, C and D).  
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Figure. 8. Upregulation of Cdh8 in PCs and BGCs after mutation 

 

A) Cdh8 expression in cerebellum is measured by western blot at P2, P5 and P7; protein expression 

in wt cerebellum is at he same level between P2 and P7; In nax cerebellum Cdh8 expression is 
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significantly decreased between P2 and P7 (P<.001), The values in nax cerebellum are higher at 

P2 and lower at P7 than wt cerebellum C, D) qRT-PCR of mRNA collected from isolated PCs and 

BGCs from nax and wt cerebellum at P2 and P7; the Cdh8 transcription in PCs and BGCs is 

increased between P2 and P7, but the differences only in wt BGCs reaches statistical significance 

(P<.001) B) qRT-PCR of total tissue between P2 and P7 shows a same level mRNA in wt 

cerebellum and decreased pattern in nax cerebellum. This experiment was repeated over three 

different litters for each postnatal day in wt and nax siblings (wt; n=3 and nax; n=3). The data in 

the bar graph are presented as the mean ± SEM, and statistical analysis was performed using 

multiple comparison ANOVA (P-value ≤.05 and lower were considered as statistically 

significant.) Abbreviations: PCs=Purkinje cells; BGCs=Bergman glia cells. Scale bars: A = 50 

μm (applies to panels A, B, C and D). 

 

3.2.4 Ncam1 expression pattern analysis 

Neural cell adhesion molecule (NCAM) is a member of IgCAM superfamily broadly expressed in 

neuroglia network of CNS not only during embryonic days but also in adulthood (69, 111, 112). 

In cerebellum, the colocalization of the Ncam1 and PCs is demonstrated by double staining of 

cerebellar sections using anti-NCAM and CAlB1 antibodies respectively. The expression of 

Ncam1 in wt cerebellum showed strong signals around PCs at P5 (Fig. 9A) and P7 (Fig. 9C). 

Signals at P7 are expanded from the location of PCs toward pia surface and surround the PCs 

dendrites. In nax cerebellum, Ncam1 is expressed among the multilayer organizations of PCs at 

P5 (Fig. 9B). At P7 (Fig. 9D), Ncam1 is abundant around PCs from pcl location to the areas close 

to the pia surface. The Ncam1 fluorescent signals in nax cerebellum are week and less organized 

than the corresponding wt. Measuring density of signal due to the cerebellum structural 
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malformation would be inaccurate. Therefore, western blot was carried out using anti-NCAM 

antibody to measure the total expression of Ncam1 in nax and wt cerebellum at P2, P5 and P7. The 

expression of Ncam1 protein in both nax and wt cerebellum is decreased by P7 (P<0.001). The 

total Ncam1 expression is overexpressed in nax cerebellum, but the nax-wt value differences were 

insignificant (Fig. 10A). To understand how the collected protein data would correlate to the 

targeted cells, it was necessary to analyze the cellular expression of Ncam1 as well. Therefore, 

PCs and BGCs were isolated, their mRNA was extracted and analyzed by qRT-PCR at P2 and P7. 

Results showed that Ncam1 transcription in both PCs and BGCs are substantially enhanced by nax 

mutation. The expression is also increasing by time in both cells (PCs between P2 and P7; 

P<0.001) (Fig. 10C, D). In order to indirectly estimate the protein level of PCs in both strains, total 

Ncam1 mRNA of cerebellum was analyzed with qRT-PCR as well (Fig. 10B) and the results were 

compared to the collected Ncam1 data. Although the total mRNA result did not reach statistical 

significance, their pattern similar to the protein expression counterpart showed a downward trend 

by P7. Therefore, the only considerable change in total expression (mRNA/protein) of Ncam1 is 

between days not strains. The huge gap of Ncam1 expression in PCs/BGCs between nax and wt 

cerebellum which is leveraged at total protein and mRNA level confirms our cellular data with 

higher degrees of accuracy.  
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Figure. 9. Colocation of PCs and Ncam1 in wt and nax cerebellar cortex 

 

(A, C) Double immunostaining of wild type mouse sagittal sections with anti-Ncam1 (green) and 

anti-CALB1 (red) shows the immunofluorescent signals of Cdh8 (arrow) intercellular (not 

overlapped with) of the PCs (arrowhead) in the cluster stage at P5 and in pcl at P7. (B-D) Double 

immunostaining with anti- Ncam1 (green) and anti-CALB1 (red) in sagittal sections of nax mouse 

cerebellum shows the Ncam1 expression in the cluster of PCs extended from pcl to pia surface at 

both P5 and P7. Immunofluorescence staining for Ncam1 (green) shows strong immunoreactivity 

in pia surface of the nax cerebellum at P5 and P7. The expression of Ncam1 overlaps with the PCs 

soma at both P5 and P7 (a-d) Higher magnification of the local Cdh2 expression. Abbreviations: 

PCs=Purkinje cells. Scale bars: A = 50 μm (applies to panels A, B, C and D).  
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Figure. 10. High Ncam1 transcription in nax PCs and BGCs, but not in whole cerebellum 

 

A) Ncam1 expression in cerebellum is measured by western blot at P2, P5 and P7; protein 

expression in wt and nax cerebellum is significantly downregulated between P2 and P7 (wt 

cerebellum (P<.001) and nax cerebellum (P<.05)). C, D) qRT-PCR of mRNA collected from 

isolated PCs and BGCs from nax and wt cerebellum at P2 and P7; The Ncam1 mRNA in PCs and 

BGCs are significantly higher in nax cerebellum than the wt counterparts (PC at P7: P<.001, BGCs 
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at P2 and P7: P<.05); The differential expression between P2 and P7 are insignificant in nax PCs 

and nax BGCs. B) qRT-PCR of total mRNA did not show any variation in wt PCs and wt BGCs 

between P2 and P7 and the values are similar to the corresponding nax. This experiment was 

repeated using three different litters for each postnatal day in wt and nax siblings (wt; n=3 and 

nax; n=3). The data in the bar graph are presented as the mean ± SEM, and statistical analysis was 

performed using multiple comparison ANOVA (P-value ≤.05 and lower were considered as 

statistically significant.) Abbreviations: PCs=Purkinje cells; BGCs=Bergman glia cells. Scale 

bars: A = 50 μm (applies to panels A, B, C and D) 
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CHAPTER 4: DISCUSSION 

Cerebellum has a critical role in brain function. Cerebellar cortex is composed of three layers. The 

PCs in the pcl layer are the only output of the cerebellar cortex. Damaging and loss of these cells 

in traumas and neurodevelopmental and neurodegenerative diseases such as ASD (7, 8) and ataxia 

(9-12) have been frequently reported in human. In respect to treatment, therefore, understanding 

developmental process and physiological behaviours of neurons is necessary to generate a new 

neuron, place them in the correct location and maintain their functions afterward. Most of the 

studies so far have been focused on reprogramming stem cells to new PCs (in mouse) while our 

knowledge on their migration particularly in post-natal mouse cerebellum is limited (19). The 

precursor of mouse PCs emerges between E10.5 and E13 and begins to migrate at around El2 just 

after the final mitosis (130). Several studies suggested that during embryonic days in mouse about 

E12 the radial glia fibre from ventricular zone servs as a guidance for migration of PCs as they 

ascend in a multilayer conformation (cluster) toward the pia surface (130, 131). PCs were also 

suggested to follow a tangential route parallel to the nascent cerebellar surface and about 

perpendicular to the orientation of nascent radial glial fibres during embryonic days (132). The 

interdependency of PCs and BGCs for differentiation of each other from embryonic days 

(precursors of both cell types) to the late postnatal days have been frequently reported (133, 134). 

Movement of PCs is probably guided by BGC fibres mediated by cell adhesion molecules from 

embryonic days to the early postnatal (E13 to P0) (130). Therefore, there are several evidences 

supporting the close relationship between PCs and BGCs. However, the presence of BGCs at early 

stage of cerebellar development in not clear (135) and it also has not been discussed whether the 

migration of PCs dependant on their attachment to glia cell body (somite) during postnatal days 

(130). This is one of the main reasons of investigating postnatal PCs in our experiment. I realized 
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that the movement of PCs from postnatal day 2 is accompanied in the same direction with BGs 

(soma) which are just emerged from radial glia precursors. The coupled movement of these cells 

were confirmed in not only normal cerebellum but also in a mutant cerebellum such as Reeler 

pathway mutant with ectopic PCs and in nax with excessive PC migration in molecular layer (25). 

Therefore, I hypothesize that Bergmann glia cells (BGCs) play a crucial role for PCs postnatal 

dispersal and monolayer formation. In order to understand how physical interactions between 

neuron, glia and ECM would impact the PCs-BGCs coupled migration and what type of the cell 

membrane proteins are involved, a group of promising cell adhesion molecules (CAMs) were 

selected and their expression pattern in cells and tissues were compared between nax and wt 

cerebellum. 

The selected CAMs in our study are members of classic cadherin type I, classic cadherin type II 

and immunoglobulin superfamily CAMs (IgCAMs), which are associated in at least one of the 

coupled migrated cells that have been confirmed in previous studies. The type I classic cadherin 

(e.g. Cdh2, Cdh4) preferably mediate homophilic connection between two cells which means both 

cells have to produce and share the same cadherin to interact with each other. The dimerized 

cadherins are semi-strong, but their concentration at the interfacial space strengthens the cell-cell 

connections. The type II classics cadherin (Cdh8) structure is similar to type I, but little differences 

are to their advantage to not only mediate homophilic connections but also interact with different 

type of CAM in a heterophilic bond. The Ncam1 similarly integrate cells in homophilic and 

heterophilic manner as well. Their interaction with matrix compounds such as integrin greatly 

impacts the cell-ECM connections in respect to increasing cell motility. Therefore, data about 

changing the expression of these CAMS would give an idea about the status of cells during 

migration.  
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4.1 Ncam1 expression during Purkinje Cell Monolayer formation  

Ncam1 expression in wt PCs and wt BGCs 

NCAM is the only member of the analyzed CAMs which is not categorized in classic cadherin 

superfamily. Their expression in CNS promotes neural cell migration, neurogenesis and 

differentiation (115, 123, 136). NCAM mediates homophilic and heterophilic cell-cell and cell-

ECM adhesions (137). In this study, it seems that the expression of Ncam1 is greatly affected by 

ACP2 mutation. Ncam1 is barely expressed in PCs and BGCs of wt cerebellum at P2 which may 

indicate that Ncam1 is not actively involved during the time in cell coupled migration. This may 

be reasonable as the post natal coupled migration is at its very early stage and it is expected to see 

some changes in Ncam1 expression as both cells are migrating further from pcl. However, only wt 

BGCs shows increasing expression of Ncam1 at P7. Since BGCs are the carrier of PCs in my 

hypothesis, observing the aforementioned pattern only in these cells is not far from expectations. 

Ncam1 is reported to regulate the directional lamellipodia formation and migration of bone 

marrow-derived mesenchymal stem cells (BMSCs) via b1 integrin signalling. The blocking of b1 

integrin in Ncam1 KO BMSCs rescued the migration of these cells (138). Studies also showed that 

the cleavage of NCAM140 (one of the three NCAM isoforms) in B35 neuroblastoma cells 

promotes the integrin dependent migration of these cells to extracellular matrix proteins (139). 

Therefore, these studies indicated 1) the potential inhibitory effect of integrins on Ncam1 

expression and 2) the decreasing NCAM -such as NCAM140 isoform- in cells motivates their 

integrin mediated migration. Therefore, it seems that the inhibitory effect of integrin on Ncam1 

expression in general potentiates cell migration. The result from my study suggest that the 

expression of Ncam1 in wt PCs and wt BGCs were similarly limited and replaced by the function 

of integrins to promote migration of these cells. I speculate that by P7, the integrin-Ncam1 
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regulation changes to increase Ncam1 at pcl and stop the BGCs’ migration. This process if 

mediated by Ncam1 may need an optimal level of Ncam1 expression as well to warrant cell 

migration. Other in vitro and in vivo studies also showed the effect of Ncam1 expression on 

reducing the migration of glioma cells (140, 141) and this implies that Ncam1 expression in BGCs 

may potentiate migration inhibition in these cells too. Therefore, I speculate that inhibition of 

Ncam1 expression during early postnatal days potentiates wt BGCs migration. However, rising 

expression of the same molecule later at P7 stops wt BGCs in pcl. 

Ncam1 expression in nax PCs and nax BGCs 

Is it possible that overexpressing the same molecule (Ncam1) regain the migration of BGCs which 

are expected to be stopped at pcl? I speculate that the BGCs at pcl can return to Ncam1 mediated 

migration if the specific range of Ncam1 expression is supplied in these cells; Providing the 

sufficient Ncam1 for returning to migration is speculated to not be fulfilled in wt BGCs, but the 

corresponding nax cells. In this regard, reports showed that NCAM protein activates the migration 

and neurite growth in Schwann cells by mediating signalling pathways as a coreceptor of the glial 

cell line derived neurotrophic factor (GDNF) receptor GFRa1. The GDNF signalling mediated by 

NCAM finally decreases the NCAM-dependant adhesion which inhibits the cell movement. This 

indicates that the optimal level of cell-substratum (mediated by NCAM) is required to warrant the 

motility of the cells (142). The overexpression of Ncam1 in several metastatic cancers such as 

neuroblastoma, small cell lung carcinoma, renal cell carcinomas, and Wilms’ tumor may similarly 

contribute to providing the Ncam1 mediated optimal cell-stratum interaction (143). Therefore, my 

study may indicate that the overexpression of Ncam1 in nax BGCs provides an optimal cell-

stratum interaction and promotes the excessive migration of these cells in cerebellar cortex. It has 

been already established that the NCAM interacts with β1 integrins modulates adhesion to 
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extracellular matrix proteins (ECM) (142). The ECM in cerebellar cortex is mainly composed of 

laminin and collagen which are both recognised by β1 integrins (144). Therefore, the regulation 

of BGCs migration in both strains my proceed through the Ncam1-integrin interactions. Result 

may also suggest that Ncam1 is less likely to directly interconnect BGCs and PCs during early 

postnatal days or excessive migration. Ncam1 has high affinity to establish homophilic 

connections which requires offering Ncam1 by both cells. Results shows that Ncam1 is expressed 

in neither of wt PCs and wt BGCs at P2. Even at P7, only wt PCs express Ncam1 which is not 

enough for establishing a Ncam1 mediated connection. Comparing these results to the Ncam1 

overexpression in nax cells (PCs and BGCs) is not reasonable as the ultimate goal of using mutant 

cerebellum is to understand the function of Ncam1 in wt cerebellum.  Therefore, the results of this 

study may suggest that Ncam1 is less likely to be involved in connecting BGCs and PCs (Fig. 

11A), and instead it may regulate the migration of BGCs particularly at P7 when these cells are 

expected to either stop or continue migration (Fig. 11B). 
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Figure. 11. Ncam1 only regulates the excessive migration of BGCs  

 

A schematic illustration of cerebellar development at sagittal section of postnatal mice. A) shows 

that despite the overexpression of Ncam1 in nax PCs and nax BGCs, this molecule may not 

mediate BGCs-PCs connection at P2 and P7. B) There is a possible integrin-Ncam1 relationship 
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in BGCs that promotes their migration at P2 and stops them at P7. Overexpression of Ncam1 in 

nax BGCs may provide an optimal cell-stratum interaction and reactivate the migration in the 

settled BGCs at pcl. Abbreviations: PCs=Purkinje cells; BGCs=Bergman glia cells; pcl=Purkinje 

cell layer; ML= Molecular layer; pcl/ml(?): There is no border between pcl and ml. 

  

4.2 Cdh4 expression during Purkinje Cell Monolayer formation 

Cdh4 expression in wt PCs and wt BGCs 

Cdh4 is a member of classic cadherin type I which by expression in subtypes of glia cells plays a 

critical role for axonal guidance in optic nerve (85). As a classic cadherin, Cdh4 is expected to 

have high affinity for trans-homodimers establishment between cells (145), meaning that the same 

molecule is shared between the adjacent cells. Unequal presentation of Cdh4 by either of integrated 

cells could potentially loosen the PCs-BGCs connections. My results showed that the Cdh4 mRNA 

rises in wt PCs while it is unchanged in BGCs. Although this pattern does not meet the criteria of 

Cdh4 mediated connection (interconnected cells ideally share the same amount of Cdh4 in the 

interfacial space), both PCs and BGCs still manage to reach and settle at pcl by P7. Explaining 

how this pattern is influenced by Cdh4 expression may rely on understanding the interaction of 

this molecule with other molecules. In this regard, several reports established involvement of Cdh4 

in cell-cell and cell-ECM interactions (146) which leads us to three different speculations about 

how the expression pattern of Cdh4 in wt PCs and wt BGCs could contribute to their behaviors at 

P2 and P7: 1) The results of our study may initially suggest that Cdh4 does not play a critical role 

in establishing connections between wt PCs and wt BGCs as only one cell (PCs) integrates rising 

Cdh4 between P2 and P7 which does not suit a homophilic interaction; 2) The capacity of Cdh4 to 

mediate heterophilic connections leads to an alternative explanation that finds the time dependant 
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upregulation of Cdh4 in wt PCs as a compensatory mechanism for lack of the same molecule in 

wt BGCs. The extra Cdh4 in wt PCs may interact with other adhesive molecules in wt BGC and 

recover the Cdh4 mediated connection between two cells; 3) The last explanation particularly 

about the expression of Cdh4 in BGCs, which is unchanged between P2 and P7, may suggest that 

the motility of BGCs requires specific level of Chd4 expression, which if changes may disrupt the 

cell migration. The two latter speculations fulfill the prerequisites of the BGCs-PCs coupled 

migration which are establishing a strong neuroglia connections and motility of the carrier cell 

(BGCs) in wt cerebellum. 

Cdh4 expression in nax PCs and nax BGCs 

The Cdh4 overexpression in nax PCs and nax BGCs at P7 may imply the role of this cadherin in 

maintaining BGCs-PCs attachment for a longer distance from pcl. By the time PCs and BGCs are 

located in pcl, it is unclear what type of regulation or cell-ECM interactions related to Cdh4 would 

stop BGCs in pcl. Result shows that the Cdh4 expression is simultaneously exceled in PCs and 

BGCs at P7 after mutation which coincides with further migration of both cells toward pia surface. 

I speculate that the unknown migration inhibitory mechanism in pcl is overcome by the 

overexpression of Cdh4 in nax BGCs, which as a result promotes the excessive migration of these 

cells in cerebellar cortex. The excessive migration of nax BGCs may occur using soma 

translocation followed by the Cdh4 regulated integrin-ECM interaction in these cells. It is not clear 

that if BGC soma in particular is using soma translocation from the beginning of coupled 

migration. However, studies showed that lack of certain ECM components in mouse cerebellum 

such as Laminin α1 adversely affects organization of BGCs (147, 148). Other studies even showed 

that some ECM members such as tenascin, astroglia derived ECM, assigns expression pattern to 

the BGCs locations across the cerebellum (131). Therefore, the interaction with ECM is an 
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important factor for normal migration of BGCs and the sudden upregulation of Cdh4 at P7 could 

potentially activate this feature to serve soma translocation in nax BGCs. Therefore, results may 

suggest that Cdh4 not only mediates intercellular connection between PCs and BGCs (Fig. 12A) 

but also promotes the migration of BGCs, which are attached to PCs, particularly during excessive 

migration (Fig. 12B). 
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Figure. 12. Cdh4 mediates BGCs-PCs connection and regulates the coupled migration 

 

A schematic illustration of cerebellar development at sagittal section of postnatal mice. A) Cdh4 

may mediate the BGCs-PCs connection in wt and nax cerebellum, but their interconnecting role 
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during excessive migration becomes more important as Cdh4 is overexpressed in both cells, unlike 

the corresponding wt cells, and potentially establishes stronger connection between cells. B) Cdh4 

especially in BGCs is expressed similarly in both strains at P2. At P7, there are presumably 

unknown migration inhibitors. The expression of Cdh4 in BGCs is not enough to overcome the 

inhibition and cells stop at pcl. The overexpression of Cdh4 in the corresponding nax BGCs may 

overcome the inhibition and promote migration. Abbreviations: PCs=Purkinje cells; 

BGCs=Bergman glia cells; pcl=Purkinje cell layer; ML= Molecular layer; pcl/ml(?): There is no 

border between pcl and ml. 

 

Comparing patterns of Ncam1 and Cdh4  

Both Ncam1 and Cdh4 share a downward total mRNA-protein expression trend between P2 and 

P7 in both strains. The fact that this trend in nax cerebellum is similar to the corresponding wt may 

shed light on an underlying regulatory mechanism so restricted to allow any effective change in 

the pattern of these two genes after the ACP2 mutation. Moreover, the cellular expression of 

Ncam1 and Cdh4 in PCs and BGCs is negatively associated to the total (mRNA-protein) pattern 

over the time. This relationship may imply that the majority of the total mRNA-protein evaluated 

from nax and wt cerebellum is expressed in a few types of cells like BGCs and PCs.  

 

4.3 Cdh2 expression during Purkinje Cell Monolayer formation 

Cdh2 expression in wt PCs and wt BGCs 

Cdh2 is a typical classic cadherin type I which only mediate homophilic connections (149, 150). 

This means each Cdh2 molecule on PCs should dimerize with the same type of molecule on the 
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adjacent BGCs. This feature of Cdh2 justifies the upregulation of Cdh2 in both types of cells from 

wt cerebellum over the time may indicate developing intercellular connections along the migration.  

Cdh2 expression in nax PCs and nax BGCs 

The ACP2 mutation on the other hand created a pattern where Cdh2 is overall overexpressed in 

nax PCs, but does not change in nax BGCs at P7. The same level of Cdh2 expression in BGCs 

from both strains coincides with their different locations in cerebellar cortex at the same time (P7). 

The nax BGCs are excessively migrated from pcl while the corresponding wt stop at pcl. One 

explanation for this pattern is that the function of Cdh2 in BGCs is probably affected by the ECM 

stimulants that are different in nax from wt cerebellum. The effect of ECM on BGCs migration 

has been already established (131, 151). These interactions may be partially mediated by Cdh2 

molecules. Studies showed that sequential interaction between integrin-ECM and Cdh2 may 

promote the motility of the cells (152). In 2011, a model of ECM-integrin-Cdh2 interaction was 

proposed where the effect of fibronectin (ECM protein) assembly near mouse embryonic 

fibroblasts (MEF) cells translocate the inactive α5β1 integrins at the adjoining location to the part 

of the membrane where cell interacts with ECM and this may activate α5β1 integrin and promote 

integrin-dependent cell migration (152). This model may apply to BGCs, but the main question is 

that how the similar expression of Cdh2 between nax and wt BGCs could impact the BGCs-ECM 

interaction that lead to different migratory behaviors in these cells. I believe that the answer is 

embedded in activation of Cdh2 mediated regulations being partially dependant on extracellular 

stimulants. Studies showed that time and type of the stimulation defines the following signalling 

pathway in a cell and even give rise to different outcomes from a single pathway (153). We have 

not yet profiled these molecules in nax cerebellum, but I believe that changing Cdh2 expression 

particularly at pcl (P7) could be one of the reasons of excessive migration in nax BGCs. Changing 
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extracellular stimulants in pcl may trigger different inputs in the same cell even if Cdh2 expression 

doesn't change (wt BGCs and nax BGCs at P7) and the outcome may impact the cell migration. 

Other studies also showed that the active cascades of intracellular signals (signal of migration in 

our case) can be effective over large scale of time. However, starting the signal may require an 

optimal level of cell ECM interaction (154). This means that cell may need to express and transfer 

specific number of CAMs on the membrane to interact with integrin and ECM. In my results, the 

minimum level of Cdh2 expression at P2 is believed to be the activator of a signaling cascades that 

persist for next 5 days. By P7, the pathway may trigger the settlement of wt BGCs. However, in 

nax BGCs, the necessary signaling cascades are not even started because the expression of Cdh2 

is more than usual in these cells. Moreover, by maintaining the same level of Cdh2 by P7, the nax 

BGCs are still prone to excessive migration. Therefore, nax BGCs may use Cdh2 mediated 

migration, but cannot stop by Cdh2 mediated signaling. Therefore, our result may show that the 

overexpression of Cdh2 at P2 does not disrupt the migration of BGCs, but it decreases the chance 

of the cells to start/remain active signaling cascades that at P7 can stop BGCs. In the same study 

conducted by Lefort et al. in 2011 (152) the integrin-fibronectin interaction also decreased the 

Cdh2-Ctnnb1 complex (not downregulation of Cdh2) in the adjoining location and as a result the 

Cdh2 mediated cell-cell connection becomes weak. Lack of the enough Cdh2 active form may 

disrupts the BGCs-PCs connection, but I believe that there is a capacity of reviving neuroglia 

connection by compensatory mechanisms that involve Cdh4 expression in BGCs. In this regard, 

our results showed that changing expression of Cdh2 between nax and wt BGCs at P7 is in an 

inversed proportion to the corresponding patterns of Cdh4 in the same cell. This may indicate a 

mutual beneficial relationship between Cdh2 and Cdh4, where the Cdh2 loss/inhibition in nax 

BGCs might be compensated by increasing Cdh4 in the same cell. Moreover, despite the high 
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affinity of Cdh2 to homophilic cell-cell interactions studies suggested that these molecules can 

also potentiate the establishment of cis heterodimer (heterophilic connection) with Cdh4 between 

two cells. Each cell offers only one type of the aforementioned cadherins in their adjoining cell 

surfaces. Therefore, Cdh2 is capable of mediating homophilic and heterophilic (exceptional cases) 

cell-cell connections. Accordingly, the overexpressed Cdh2 in nax PCs may interact with Cdh2 

alternatives such Cdh4 on BGCs to save the neuroglia connections. Therefore, it is less likely that 

the ACP2 mutation could severely affect the Cdh2 mediated connections between BGCs and PCs 

whether at P2 or at P7, during excessive migration. Besides the cell-cell connection, Cdh2 is 

suggested to be involved in regulation of cell velocity (speed) and direction as well (155). In line 

with the same idea, I speculate that the different cellular localizations and Cdh2 expression in 

BGCs between two strains are indicative of controlling the velocity to promote excessive migration 

of these cells in nax cerebellum. Firstly, the cluster of PCs is extended from pcl to pia surface. The 

further location of some PCs may imply increasing migration speed in fraction of nax PCs 

population. I believe that this is partially due to changing local stimulants in nax cerebellum. It 

may also be due to the activation/inactivation of pathways that were only triggered by low Cdh2 

expression in wt BGCs at P2 and the overexpressed Cdh2 in nax BGCs may have changed the 

parameters for normal speed migration. Therefore, it is unlikely for the Cdh2 expression to peak 

at P7 in BGCs and suddenly activate their cell migration. However, this process is very 

complicating and yet to be proved by monitoring the spatiotemporal dynamic of BGCs and PCs. 

Overall, Cdh2 may regulate the migration of BGCs in normal cerebellum and play a regulatory 

role in stopping or promoting their migration at pcl. It is suggested that Cdh2 is one of the main 

mediators of intercellular connection for BGCs-PCs coupled migration.  
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4.4 Cdh8 expression during Purkinje Cell Monolayer formation 

Cdh8 expression in nax and wt BGCs 

Cdh8 is a member of classic cadherin type II which can establish homophilic cell-cell contacts and 

their extracellular domain specific sequences gives them more affinity to heterophilic connections 

than classic cadherin type I. By comparing the expression pattern of Cdh8 in PCs and BGCs, I 

realized that the differential expression between P2 and P7 is decreased after mutation. This pattern 

is very similar to the Cdh2 expression in BGCs (nax and wt) which was proposed to mediate cell 

motility through integrin-ECM interaction. The similar expression pattern of Cdh8 to Cdh2 

particularly in BGCs and the general concept that Cadherins and integrins are involved in cell-cell 

and cell-ECM physical linkage may imply that Cdh8 also has the similar impact on directing BGCs 

migration as Cdh2. Therefore, based on the Cdh8 analysis in wt BGCs I speculate that the 

intracellular pathway that can target wt BGCs-residing at pcl may require the minimum level of 

Cdh8 expression provided at P2. The increasing Cdh8 expression after P2 can play a critical role 

in developing sequence of pathways that ultimately stop wt BGCs, while the overexpression of 

Cdh8 in nax BGCs at P2, which remains unchanged at P7, may disrupt this process. Therefore, 

since by the time the nax BGCs reaching pcl/ml location they are not prepared for residing in pcl, 

nax BGCs continue their migration (excessive migration). This may be the main reason that the 

similar expression of Cdh8 in BGCs between two strains at P7 leads to stopping the wt BGCs and 

excessive migration of the nax BGCs. 

Cadh8 expression in nax and wt PCs 

But how the expression of Cdh8 in PCs (nax/wt) may help the BGCs-PCs coupled migration. The 

expression of CDh8 in wt PCs similar to wt BGCs increases by time. The synchronized 

upregulation may implicate increasing the Cdh8 mediated neuroglia connection as both cells 
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become closer to the pcl. However, unlike in BGCs, the Cdh8 in nax PCs is over expressed at both 

P2 and P7. The over expression of Cdh8 in nax PCs at P2 is unlikely to impact the migration of 

these cells the way that I proposed in nax BGCs. The reason is that the BG soma plays a potential 

carrier, not PCs, and any change in Cdh8 expression that disqualifies BGCs from residing at pcl 

may be applied to the coupled PCs as well, but the otherwise is unlikely. Therefore, the 

overexpression of Cdh8 in nax PCs particularly at p7 may simply serve stronger connections with 

Cdh8 and other cadherins on nax BGCs. Additionally, the IHC images from sagittal sections of 

mutant cerebellum (Fig. 2F) showed that there is a multilayer conformation/cluster of PCs in nax 

in pcl/ml location, which indicates that not all nax PCs reside in the same excessive distance from 

pcl at P7. This may be partially because the gene regulations that set the migration pattern for PCs 

are not applied the same for the whole population. In this regard, the expression of Cdh4 and Cdh8 

have been reported only in subset of PCs that formed stripes pattern. The stripes of Cdh4 and Cdh8 

overlap each other only in certain areas (88). Although I did not show the local transcription of 

Cdh2, Cdh4 and Cdh8 in our experiment, the variation in nax PCs positioning (from pcl to pia 

surface) may be subjected to sub divisional expression of both Cdh4 and Cdh8 in one group of 

PCs. Therefore, it is important to consider both cadherins in the future for PCs analysis. Therefore, 

my study shows that the Cdh8 molecule, similar to Cdh2, may regulate the migration status of the 

BGCs at pcl. Cdh8, along with Cdh2 and Cdh4, may also involve in BGCs-PCs connection during 

the coupled migration. 

CHAPTER 5: LIMITATIONS, FUTURE DIRECTIONS AND CONCLUSION 

5.1 Limitations and future directions 

Our experiment has potential limitations. The results although addressed the questions of my 

hypothesis, still are insufficient to provide comprehensive answers with higher degrees of 
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certainty. This study is the first FACS-based attempt to isolate PCs for qRT-PCR analysis and 

previous relevant studies are limited. Although all effort was put into optimizing the process, it 

seems that the increasing sample size to at least 5 per each time point would be more accurate and 

can confirm the reliability of our data. Moreover, the purpose of this study was to understand how 

CAMs are important for PCs and BGCs migration. My deductions/speculations based on CAM 

analysis at only the beginning and end of the coupled migration would not be able to provide a 

definitive answer and therefore in the future I may collect and analyze samples from random days 

between P2 and P7 to address the issue. In this study enhancing or inhibiting effect of transcription 

factors were not considered and the speculations were simply based on the difference between 

mRNA transcription pattern in cells and tissues. Moreover, high or low abundance of the mRNA 

does not necessary warrant the same pattern at protein level which means that profiling mRNA-

protein expression in cells is a very complicated process requiring further studies. The PCs and 

BGCs were purified from the pool of cerebellar cells based on the cell specific surface markers. It 

was not possible to sort the PCs and BGCs based on the type of CAMs located on their membranes. 

Adding this information in the future would give us an idea about how many of each cell type is 

expressing specific marker at each time point. By purifying the sorted PCs and BGCs based on 

one type of the CAM molecules each time, the final qRT-PCR carried on the extracted mRNAs 

would provide more accurate results than in the method used. Due to the time limitation, the sole 

purpose of performing IHC in this study was to show the expression of CAMs in PCs and BGCs 

and not to explore or measure the expression patterns across the cerebellum. The ideal strategy 

would be distinctively visualized CAM expression in PCs and BGCs of mediolateral and anterior-

posterior parts of cerebellum and measure the differences between time points and strains. I may 

perform the whole mounting and IHC analysis on central and lateral sections of cerebellum from 
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both strains. Since the location of CAM expression is not clear in IHC images, I decrease the 

thickness of the sections and perform densitometry analysis to estimate the differential expressions 

based on the emitted signals. The alternative option would be using a conditionally knocked down 

CAM model to assure that the visualized expression at each time point is coming from either BGs 

or PCs or both. Since the current knowledge about real-time migration of PCs-BGCs is very 

limited especially during P2-P7 postnatal days, the cerebellar sections from the transgenic mice 

can be cultured in vitro and the reaction of BGCs/PCs to low CAM be monitored during migration 

as well. Another experiment that can be designed to prove the BGCs-PCs coupled migration is to 

measure the pulling force of the fibres themselves. It is already known that there is tension between 

the terminals of the BGCs fibres and pia surface that correlates with the migration of BG cell 

bodies. Attachment or detachment of PCs to BGCs by promoting CAMs deficiency or PCs death 

can definitively change the tension in pia surface and therefore prove the offered PCs migratory 

mode. Part of the speculations from the results of this study was based on previous published 

results on CAM mediated Cell-ECM interactions in normal cerebellum. Moreover, the speculation 

of Cdh2 and Cdh8 starting long-term signalling is based on analysing signalling pathways other 

than those mediated by cadherins. Therefore, I believe that including further experiments in the 

future on profiling cerebellar ECM proteins particularly at pcl and targeting long-term signalling 

pathways regulated by cadherins would provide a more accurate insight into the BGCs-PCs 

coupled migration. 

5.2 Conclusion 

In this study I revealed the spatiotemporal distribution of CAM members in PCs and BGCs from 

the beginning and end of the coupled migration. My aim was to understand how these data would 

contribute to the different migration patterns of PCs and BGCs between nax and wt cerebellum 
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and ultimately suggest that the migration of PCs may be dependent on their attachment to BGC 

soma. In this study the expression and mRNA (cell and tissue) level of Cdh2, Cdh4, Cdh8 and 

Ncam1 were investigated in both strains. It is speculated that the characteristics of all four studied 

CAMs along with profile of their expression in BGCs strongly supports the possibility of BGCs-

PCs connection at P2 and P7. However, the migration of BGCs as a carrier of PCs seems to be 

differently affected by the CAM members. Results shows that, the expression of Cdh2 and Cdh8 

is strictly regulated in PCs and BGCs at P7. These regulations particularly in BGCs may start long-

term signaling response from early postnatal days that only become effective (stop migration) 

when BGCs arrive at pcl and over expression of Cdh2 and Cdh8 may disrupt this process. The 

present findings may also confirm the critical role of Ncam1 and Cdh4 in regulating migration of 

BGCs at pcl. The overexpression of Ncam1 and Cdh4 in the mutant BGCs at P7 is suggested to be 

the reason of maintaining their active migration and further movement from pcl. Among all studied 

CAMs only the expression pattern of Ncam1 and Cdh4 is more in line with my hypothesis. 

Therefore, it is concluded that Ncam1 and Cdh4 are potentially involved in BGCs-PCs attachment, 

regulating the coupled migration and ultimately forming the PCs monolayer in cerebellar cortex.  
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